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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In 1975, Public Law 94-142 mandated that physical education was a right of special
education students aged 3 to 21 {Federal Register^ 1977). As described in Section 121a4 in
die Federal Register, physical education is an integral part of the definition of special
education.
The term special education means specifically designed instruction, at no
cost to parents or guardians, to meet the unique needs of a handicapped
child, including classroom instruction, itinerant services, instruction in
physical education, home instruction, and instruction in hospitals and
institutions.
In section 121a307 of the final rules and regulations, physical education is again
addressed.
Physical education services, specially designed, if necessary, must be made
available to every handicapped child receiving a free appropriate education.
Schools were required to provide adapted physical education in the least restrictive
environment for students with disabilities. Least restrictive environment was denoted as the
cascade of educational placements tfiat should be available within a school system (Sherrill,
1986). As prescribed by P L. 94-142, the special education student would ideally be
included in the regular physical education classroom during certain activities and taught
adapted physical education during periods of inappropriate activities (Powers et al.,
1985a). However, the more common occurrence is to place the student in regular physical
education as a seperate entity or isolate the child in an overly restrictive environment.
Unless the student is in a large school district with an adapted physical education specialist.
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the right to appropriate physical education placement has been in serious jeopardy (Sherrill,
1986).
In 1984, Project Rural/Remote Interdisciplinary Special Physical Education (RISPE)
was funded by the U.S. Department of Education's Office of Special Education, The
project was intended to fulfill a critical need in Montana's rural/remote schools, which
lacked educators trained in providing adapted physical education to students with
disabilities. In the ensuing years. Project RISPE attempted to alleviate the potentially
catastrophic problem via two avenues (Whiddon, Powers, Brewerton, & McCarthy,
1989). First, the project increased the pool of trained adapted physical educators. Second,
it was used to design a rural/remote curriculum m be used by physical educators and special
educators who have had little or no training in adapted physical education, and have been
assigned the adapted physical education responsibilities for students with moderate and
severe/profound disabilities (Powers, et al, 1985).
Powers et al. (1985b) recognized the unique problems that plague this population in
rural/remote schools. Using strategies from the / CAN model (Wessel, 1977) and the Data
Based Gymnasium program (Dunn et al., 1985), the developers designed an adapted
physical education curriculum model for rural/remote schools entitled, A Data Based
Psychomotor Program fo r ProfoundlylSeverely Handicapped Preschool Aged Children.
Additional transdisciplinaiy curriculum models were developed for elementary and
secondary students. Most recently an element entitled Developmental Play and Sportfor
Ambulatory was written by Whiddon et al. (1989).
The Project RISPE curriculum has undergone many modifications and changes in its
six years of development While the first curricula were written mainly for data collection
and assessment purposes, the latest component focuses upon instruction. However, it is
important to note that any and all components may be easily adapted to fit the needs of the
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indivdual teacher and/or student This is of vital importance to ensure optimal use of the
curriculum tool. For example, this project. Development Play and Sport for
Nonambulatory (DPSN) was written for students who have no use of their legs. Many
students however, have some function in their lower extremities and should be encouraged
to use them whenever possible. Persons utilizing the curriculum are encouraged to make
whatever changes are necessary to meet their needs most effectively.
The implementation of Project RISPE is operative under a number of underlying
assumptions. They are:
1. Physical education can effectively contribute to the psychomotor, cognitive, and
affective development of children and adolescents with disabilities.
2. Children with disabilities in rural/remote educational settings are entitled to the same
educational opportunities and experiences as their peers in urban educational settings.
3. Early intervention and adapted physical education experiences for children with
moderate and severe/profound disabilities is essential and cost effective if children
with disabilities are to maximize their potential.
4. Physical and special educators are the primary interventionists in adapted physical
education services and with expanded adapted physical education skills they can
assume an instructional and resource role.
5. Miysical and special educators who will deliver the required adapted physical
education services in the ruralAemote schools need specialized training through
course work and integrative on-site experiences.
6. The basic but essential service skills required for effective interdisciplinary
contribution of physical and special educators in the physical education of children
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with disabilities are identifiable, teachable, and replicable in rural/remote educational
settings.
7. An organized and systematic approach to adapted physical education provides an
efficient and effective curriculum strategy to meet responsibly the critical need for
increasing the quality of service for children and adolescents with disabilities in
ruralAemote areas.
8. The training methods and materials for professionally preparing physical and special
educators can be effectively utilized to support other regional or national models in the
delivery of physical education services in ruralAemote areas.
9. Methods and materials for training personnel are available and can be appropriately
and effectively adapted for physical and special educators in diverse populations,
service roles, and educational settings.
10. Development of a pre-service integrating in-service model, focusing on early
interdisciplmaiy and developmental intervention, is a potentially effective strategy for
meeting the organizational and systematic requirements for a successful program to
increase the number of quality trained physical and special educators providing
physical education services to handicapped children in ruralAemore settings (Powers
et al., 1985).
This project has developed a data based curriculum appropriate for special education
students with moderate and severe/profound disabilities. The curriculum contains selected
games and sport skills appropriate for students who are nonambulatory who are capable of
performing the activities at the secondary level. The developmental play and sport
curriculum design is based upon the RISPE data based curriculum (Powers et al. 1985).
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During the 1989-90 school year» the entire state of Montana had the equivalent of
10.52 adapted physical education specialists. With approximately 700 different schools in
the state, the vast majority of schools have no adapted physical education specialist. Thus,
adapted physical education services are being provided by special educators and physical
educators with little or no training in adapted physical education.
Five assumptions were made in developing the DPSN curriculum. The first
assumption is that without adequately trained adapted physical education specialists,
students with moderate and severe/profound disabilities are not receiving the special
physical education services as required by PL 94-142. A second assumption is that
educators are in need of adapted physical education curricula to meet the unique needs of
this population in rural/remote areas. A third assumption is that the curriculum will be
beneficial to special education and physical education teachers who are delivering adapted
physical education programs to students with moderate and severe/profound disabilities. A
fourth assumption is that the need for this type of curriculum will continue due to the lack
of teacher preparation in adapted physical education. The final assumption is that the
activities that are extracted fiom other adapted physical education curricula can be moditied
for students who are nonambulatory.
The DSPN curriculum is designed for high school students who have moderate or
seveiWprofound disabilities, yet the curriculum is not limited to this population. For
special education students in elementary school may possess the motor ability to perform
these data base activities. These activities will be restricted to those which a nonambulatory
student can perform. Another RISPE curriculum was developed for the ambulatory special
education student (Whiddon et al., 1989).
Activities in the DSPN curriculum will parallel the Developmental Play and Sportfo r
Ambulatory (Whiddon, Powers, Brewerton, McCarthy, 1989). That is, five of the six
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goal areas are found in both elements. However, the performance objectives have been
modified to make them apprc^ate for students who are nonambulatory. This provides for
an equitable curriculum for nonambulatory students, as well as allowing the educator to
teach ambulatwy and nonambulatory students in the same setting. Additional activities
have been derived from the Data Based Gymnasium (Dunn, Morehouse, Unterschuetz,
Anderson and Blair, 1985), I CAN (Wessel, 1976), Body Skills (Werder and Bruininks,
1988), and Project PEOPEL (Irmer, Cowger, Norenberg, Glasenapp, and Long, 1980).
Selected activities were modified tt> integrate them into DSPN.
This project has been designed to ensure optimal physical experiences for
nonambulattny special education students in rural/remote areas. Students attending
schools without adapted physical education specialists are especially hindered because
ruralAemote communities, such as those found throughtout the state of Montana, have had
a difficult time complying with the requirements of P.L. 94-142 (Whiddon et al., 1989).
Powers (1987b) cited that the problem is partially due to the fact that approximately 320 of
the 700 schools in the state of Montana are one, two, or three teacher schools. For
example, according to the Montana Office of Public Instruction, during the 1988-89 school
year, Montana had 149,094 students ages 3 to 18. Of this number, 15,726 received some
type of special education services. A total of 1767 full-time equivalent special educators
were enqjloyed statewide to serve students with disabilities ages 3 to 18. This represents a
ratio of 1:9 (OPT, 1990). While this figure is much improved over those in years prior, the
teacher/student ratio for adapted physical education shows incredible disparity. No figures
were available on the total number of students receiving adapted physical education but the
ratio of adapted physical educators (10.52 PTE) to special education students was 1:1495.
Table 1 shows the teacher/student ratio for all disabilities versus adapted physical
education.
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Table 1

Number of special education teachers employed in Montana to serve disabled students
(OPI, 1990).
Personnel

Num bsi

Tcacher/Student Ratio

All Conditions
Adapted P.E.

1766.80
10.52

1:9
1:1495

Based upon this information, most of the adapted physical education services are
being delivered by either special educators or physical educators who are untrained in
adapted physical education. Many times professionals untrained in providing physical
education to students with moderate and severe/profound mental retardation are uncertain as
to what or how to teach this population (Dunn, 1986). As of June, 1990, no adapted
physical education program will exist at a college or university in Montana. The problem
will certainly become more acute in forthcoming years. Consequently, it seems essential to
develop tools and methodologies to help strengthen the background of special educators
and physical educators teaching adapted physical education (Powers et al., 1987a).
A data based curriculum for students with moderate and severe/profound disabilities
designed to improve developmental play and sport skills will provide valuable instructional
information to professionals working with students in this population. It provides task
analysis, repeated opportunities to respond, positive reinforcement, and direct assessment
of performance. The performance objectives are simple, straight forward and appropriate
for one on one instruction, as well as group instruction. These qualities are especially
important to professionals without special training.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF ADAPTED PHYSICAL EDUCATION
CURRICULA AND RELATED LITERATURE
The review of the literature includes a survey of the research on the learning of
children with disabilities, as well as an overview of four existing curricula targeting
students with disabilities.
There has been little systematic inquiry into the rate of learning of psychomotor
performances for severely disabled learners. Despite this, indications are that all persons
with mental retardation are capable of benefiting from a program of education (Heward and
Orlansky, 1988).
Most children develop the ability to play and later occupy themselves constructively
and pleasurably during their free time. However, children with severe disabilities may not
learn appropriate and satisfying recreational skills unless they are taught them specifically
(Heward and Orlansky, 1988). Weiner (1985) suggested that children use information in a
systematic way to arrive at causal attributions for success and failure. When a mentally
disabled individual attributes success to ability and failure to lack of e^ort, performance
ability increases and a sense of accomplishment ensues (Zoeller, Mahoney, and Weiner,
1983). Powers and Edebum (1989) posited that a child's disability was not necessarily the
cause of motor delays, but rather the lack of systematic experiences and training.
The learning problems of students with severe disabilities require careful planning
and extensive structure (Heward and Orlansky, 1988). Fuchs and Fuchs (1986) reported a
positive effect upon student achievement when ongoing measurement and evaluation
procedures were used. Gickling, Hargis and Alexander (1981) believed that in order to
8
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increase memory performances, one must include overlearning, repetition, and use of
visual memory. Crowe et al. (1985) stated that learning rates improved when multiple trial
motor tasks were used. This supports Gickling et al. and their fîndings in that repetition
and overlearning are very effective in teaching motor skills (Gickling, Hargis and
Alexander, 1981).
Combining of visual and kinesthetic stimuli has also been found to increase learners
responses (Flanders and Cordo, 1986). In addition, learner feedback is of central
importance to learning rates of children with disabilities. The amount of feedback is
directly related to an increase of motor control and development (Schmidt, 1982). Homer,
McDonnell, and Bellamy (1986), Duim et al. (1986) and others suggested that teaching
students with disabilities should include strategies to facilitate generalization of learning.
Powers and Edebum (1989) stated that consistent cuing served to enhance short term
memory while neutral contingent technical instruction eliminated discrepancy in choosing
the movement sequences. (Zhildien with disabilities that participated in specially planned
physical education programs exhibited significantly greater positive changes in motor,
intellectual, and emotional behavior than children denied those opportunities.
Four curricula have been chosen to be reviewed as each of them meet the learning
needs of students with disabilities. These curricula are all written specifically for Physical
Education, are well established and respected in the field of Adapted Physical Education,
and they contain components written for the secondary level. However, they do not
address die unique needs of students with moderate or severe/profound disabilities who are
nonambulatery. Furthermore, they do not provide adequate instructional materials for
teachers with little or no training in adapted physical education.
Wessel (1976) responded to the physical and social needs of students with disabilities
by developing a special physical education program entitled / CAN, which is Individualize
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Instruction, Create Social Leisure Competence, Associate All Learnings, Narrow the Gap
between Theory and Practice. The program contains the following skiU areas:
1. Aquatics - which includes basic swimming skills, water entry and
strokes.
2. Fundamental Skills - which includes locomotor skills and rhythm
and object control
3. Health and Fitness - which includes fitness, growth and posture.
4. Body Management - which includes body awareness and body
control.
A total of 76 objectives are included in these skill areas. Each skill area contains two
activity notebooks. These consist of performance objectives, assessing activities,
instructicmal activities, and game recommendations for each objective. It was designed
specifically for "trainable mentally impaired" or moderately disabled people, and the
activities are task analyzed. However, it contains no adaptations for student with physical
disabilities. The methods in the teaching guide were developed, tested, reviewed, and
revised in extensive field use.
John Dunn et al. (1985) constructed a program entitled A Data Based Gymnasium.
This systematic approach was based on the premise that all students, regardless of their
disability can learn. The educators incorporated similar topics into instruction (Dunn et al.,
1986). Among them are:
1. Movement Concepts - which includes personal space and general
space.
2. Basic Game Skills - which includes things such as throwing, kicking.
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dribbling, striking, shooting, catching, and fielding a ball.
3. Physical Fitness - which includes cardiorespiratory endurance,
muscular strength/endurance, and flexibility.
4. Leisure Movement - which includes wheeled toys, playground skills,
horseshoes, etc.
5. Swimming >which includes water adjustment, kicks, arm strokes,
survival float and junking into the water.
This curriculum is designed for severely disabled children and youth levels kindergarten
through twelfth grade. However, many of the activities are not appropriate for students
who are nonambulatory. One of the strengths of the Data Based Gymnasium is the
inclusion of a placement test that provides baseline and post test information.
Werder and Bruininks (1988) developed the Body Skills curriculum. This
curriculum is written for special education, adapted and regular physical education and is
based on the general pattern of motor development in children from two to 12 years of age.
As a result it is useful for all students ages two to 12 and older students with motor delays.
The five modules are as follows: (1) Body Management, (2) Locomotion, (3) Body
Rtness, (4) Object Movement, and (5) Fine Motor. Each module contains several items for
a total of 31 skills.
The curriculum includes developmental sequences for the motor skills ranging from
rudimentary to a mature pattern. The activity cards provided include illustrations of motor
patterns, group games, and modifications for specific physical disabilities. The Body
Skills curriculum includes an optional assessment component and it may be used with or
without fonnal assessment One of the attractive features of the curriculum is that test
results ftom Bruininks-Oseretsky Test o f Motor Proficiency (Bruininks, 1978) can be
translated into levels of performance on the Motor Skills Inventory, which is a feature of
the Body Skills curriculum. All the necessary forms and materials for record keeping are
included in the kit (Werder and Bruininks, 1988).
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Larry D. Irmer et al. (1980) designed Physical Education Opportunity Program for
Exceptional Learners (PEOPEL). The foundation of PEOPEL is a training program
designed to prepare peer tutors for one-on-one instraction. With the help of peer tutors, the
activity tracts can be easily modified for students who are nonambulatory. The peer tutor
model could be incorporated into the RISPE curriculum in order to assist the teacher.
However, the activities are not task analyzed for measurement of learning. This curriculum
offers seven activity tracts with 36 units of instruction and is applicable for junior and
senior high school students with mild or moderate disabilities. PEOPEL attempts to
address three objectives in each unit. These objectives include Knowledge, Skills and
Attitude. The activity tracts are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Aquatics
Racquet Games
Dance
Recreational Activities
Gymnastics
Self Luprovement and Body Maintenance
Individual Sports

The above curricula have many strengths. They all target phyhsical education,
secondary students can benefit firom them, and they each have their individual strong
points. However, they also have several limitations. None of them are written completely
for students who are nonambulatory. Three of the four do not address students with
severe/profound disabilities. Two of the four are not task analyzed, and one is not written
specifically for secondary students.
The above limitations magnify the need for DPSN. Teachers with little or no training
in adapted physical education are especially in need of a curriculum that provides testing
and instructional materials for students who are nonambulatory and have moderate or
severe/profound disabilities. It will serve to address the needs of low incidence
populations using task analysis at the secondary level.
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CHAPTER 3
IMPLEMENTING THE RISPE CURRICULUM
The Developmental Play and Sportfor Nonambulatory curriculum is the final element
in the Project RISPE cinriculum. The others are: Psychomotor (Powers et al., 1986),
Psychomotorfo r Wheelchair Users (Powers et al., 1987), and Developmental Play and
Sportfo r Ambulatory (Whiddon et al., 1989).
This curriculum follows the same fcurmat as used previously to develop each of the
other elements. These elements consist of three age groups or components: preschool,
elementary, and secondary. This project provides the secondary component. Each of the
components is then divided into six goal areas. While the goal areas for the psychomomr
elements are similar, DPSN varies due to the complexities of secondary versus preschool
play and sport, as well as the unique needs of students who are nonambulatory. An
example of the curricular framework in the Developmental Play and Sportfo r Ambulatory
is illustrated in Table 2.
Table 2.
Developmental Play and Sport Model (Whiddon et al., 1989)
elem ent:

Developmental Play and Spcat for Ambulatory

C O M PO N E N T :

Preschool

Elementary

S econdary

GOAL AREA:

Individual Play
Toy Manipulation
Rhythm
Playground Skills
Dual Play
Group Play

Creative Play
Rhythm
Apparatus Use
Stunts/Tumbling
Low Organ. Games
Sport SWlls

Self Defense
Sport Fitness
Sport Skills
Rhythm
Ind. & Dual Sports
Team Spcnts

13
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This project focuses on the secondary component, thus the goal areas will be the
same as the Developmental Play and Sportfo r Ambulatory with the exception of Self
Defense; in its place Aquatics has been added. An example of the curriculum model that
will be followed in this project is depicted in Table 3.
Tabic 3.
A Model of the Secondary Component of the Developmental Play and Sport for
Nonambulatory element
ELEM ENT:

Developmental Play and Sport for Nonambulatory

CO M PO N EN T:

Secondary

GOAL AREAS:

Aquatics
Sport Fitness
Sport Skills
Rhythm
Ind. & Dual Sports
Team Sports

Goal areas are further broken down into a framework of performance objectives.
These are the actual skills to be accomplished by the student. Some examples from the
DPSN curriculum are: Perform a series of abdominal exercises. Illustrate proper stretching
exercises for legs and back. Perform calisthentics to command. Throw a frisbee, etc.
The determining factor for the number of performance objectives (PO's) is based
upon the viable quantity that is needed to provide students with experiences that enable
them to accomplish the goal. The fulfillment of a larger number of PO's increases the
students' breadth and depth of the experiences that accredit the goal areas. The PO's will
be chosen to make them as universal as possible. They are designed to fit into the regular
physical education curriculum, thus simplifying instruction.
The PO's are delineated into skill levels. The skill level consists of the measurable
data points. The skill levels are subdivided into two parts: functional and age appropriate.
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For all PO’s, a functional skill level precedes the age appropriate skill level. The functional
and a ^ appropriate skill levels couple together to form a range of data points consisting of
rudimentary motor skills to more difficult motor skills expected of a nondisabled student of
the same age. The successful attainment of the highest age appropriate data point implies
optimal skill for that PC. An example of the Goal Area, Sport Fitness, and the PO as they
will appear in the DSPN curriculum is depicted in Figure 1.
As the RISPE data based curriculum format is consistent throughout each of the
elements, the instructional design is ccxistant for each goal area at whatever component.
The educatCH' needs only to understand the process and develop an initial proficiency for
implementing the curriculum in an adapted physical education setting. Henceforth, the
educator will instinctively use the RISPE instructional techniques when presenting the
lesson.
Prior to implementing the instructional process, the educator must first decide whether
the element is appropriate for the student who is involved in the adapted physical education
program. The next step is to select the component (i.e., preschool, elementary, secondary)
that is suitable fOTthe student The obvious rule to follow is to select the component that is
reflective of the grade level of the student. As mentioned earlier, this is not necessary but
adhering m this rule will suffice most of the time. After the selection of the component, the
educator must choose from the goal areas the PO's on which the adapted physical education
program will dwell. The number will be reflective of the time available for the program but
the recommended guideline is to select at least one PO from each goal area.
The instruction sequence includes five aspects; Placement, Baseline, Instruction, Post
test, and Maintenance. Built into these parts is an assessment inventory to determine
appropriate proficiencies (Placement), starting point for instruction and verification of
placement (Baseline), mastery of the assessed PO’s (Instruction), analysis of
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Secondary

Com ponent:.

Perform ance O bjective:__

.Goal:

jSliiiQQClLJEilIOSftSi^L

Pciform a series of abdoniiiifll_exerciscs

Skill L evel:________ Functional level of abdominal strength
EN VIRONM ENTA L CUE

M A T E R IA L S

mats, stop watch or clock

gym or open area
VERBAL CUE

DATA PÔ1NTS FO R PRECISIO N TEACHING"

a.
b.
c.
d.

Lays flat on mat
Arms cross chest grasping opposite shoulders
Attempts to raise head/shoulders
Able to do sit-up by using hands to push with
and straight legs
e. Sits up with nidification and returns to original
position

Do as many sit-ups as you can in 1
minute

D IR E C T IO N S

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Place large mats on floor
Instructor holds ankles
Give vCTbal cue
Begin stop watch
Provide reinforcement when
required
6. Record data

Skill Level:

Age-approoriate level of abdominal strength

DATA PO IN TS FO R PRECISIO N TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Performs 1 bent-knee sit-up in 1 minute
Performs 5 bent-knee sit-ups in 1 minute
Performs 10 bent-knee sit-ups in 1minute
Performs 20 bent-knee sit-ups in 1minute
Performs 25 bent-knee sit-ups in I minute

VERBAL CUE

Do as many sit-ups as you can in 1
minute

D IR E C T IO N S

TT Place large mats on floor
2 . Instructor holds ankles
3. Give verbal cue
4. Begin stop watch
5. Provide reinfcffcement when
required
6 . Record data
Figure 1. Sample of Performance Objective
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mastery of PO's (Post-test), and long term verification of that mastery (Maintenance).
Thus the RISPE curriculum complies with P.L. 94-142 by assessing PO’s prior to the
delivery to the students with disabilities. The next part will specifically delineate the
techniques diat are recommended for the implementation of the RISPE data based
curriculum. For illustration purposes, the goal area from which a PO was selected is
Aquatics. The performance objective sheet for the PO, “Water Adjustment,” is depicted in
Figure 2. The skill level is “...ability to adjust to water.” There are three data points (i.e.,
a, b, and c) for the age-appropriate skill level (2) and five data points (i.e., a, b, c, d, and
e) for the functional skill level (1). The terminal data point is the highest data point (i.e.,
“c”) of the age-appropriate skill level. The use of the skill levels and data points will
become more explicit as the stages of the RISPE data base are developed.
PLACEM ENT
Placement provides the educator with an assessment inventory to determine the PO's
related to developmental play and sport skills that the student can perform at an ageappropriate level. For illustration purposes, one PO from each of the six goal areas.
Aquatics, Sport Fitness, Sport Skills, Rhythm, Individual and Dual Sports and Team
Sports, in the secondary component will be assumed to be assessed. As mentioned earlier,
this is the minimal number of PO's to be analyzed by Placement While there are no rigid
guidelines, an educator should not expect successful termination on more than 50% of the
PO's assessed. Figure 3 is an illustration of the PO's that were assessed during the
hypothetical placement The number of PO's would be greater than our example in most
cases. After completing the placement of one PO, the educator should move to the next
sequence number to be assessed. The PO's proposed for instruction can easily be assessed
and recorded in one session.
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Com ponent:

Sgcondary

Perform ance O bjective:

.Goal:
Water Adjustment

Skill Level: Functional ability to adjust to water
MATERIALS

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

swimming pool

none
DATA POINTS FOR PRECBION TEACHING

VERBAL CUE

Play in the water.
a. No functional resptmse
b. Dangles feet in water while sitting on pool deck.
c. Splashes water with hands while sitting on pool
d^k
d. Sits on first step of pool
e. Splashes water with hands while sitting on first
step
DIRECTIONS

1. Assist student as needed
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinfotcment when
required
4. Record data
Skill Level: Aee-aporooriate ability to adiust to water
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Moves to second step of pool
b. Moves down steps until water is chest deep and
splashes
c. Moves down steps until water is shoulder deep

VERBAL CUE

Play in the water.

DIRECTIONS

1. Assist student as needed
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
Figure 2. Example of the performance objective sheet
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CcMiiponent

Secondary
Total Assessment PO’s = 6

Goal Area
Performance Objective

Aquatics
Water Adjustment

Goal Area
Performance Objective

Sport Fitness
Perform abdcxninal exercises

Goal Area
Performance Objective

Sport Skills
Perform accurate underhand throw

Goal Area
Performance Objective

Rhythm and Dance
Ability to change directions with music

Goal Area
Performance Objective

Individual and Dual Play
Roll a ball and hit a target

Goal Area
Performance Objective

Team Play
Perfcxm a two-handed basketball pass

Hgure 3. Developmental Play and Sport Assessment Performance Objectives
Placement is determined by whether the student is capable of accomplishing the
terminal data point. If die student can perform three correct trials at the terminal, the
educator chooses another PO, either in the same goal area or another goal area. If the
student fails to consummate the motor behavior, the educator moves the student to
Baseline.
The procedure below is followed during the placement stage:
1. Select the ^)propriate data base element (i.e.. Developmental Play and Sport
Nonambulatory)
2. Select the appropriate data based component (i.e., secondary).
3. Select the goal area (i.e.. Aquatics) and the PO (i.e., “Water Adjustment”) to be
assessed in placement.
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4. Identify the highest data point of the age-appropriate skill level (i.e., c. “Moves
down steps until water is shoulder deep").
5. From the performance objective sheet, illustrated in Figure 3, transfer the following
infomiation to the data sheet (Appendix A): goal area, PO, skill level, student
information, data points, and verbal cue information.
6. At the bottom of the page under the Purpose column write Placement on the first row.
7. Under the Skill level (SL) column, write “2” to represent age-appropriate skill level
S. The next column is data point (DP). In Placement, the trials are conducted at the
lennmal data point; therefore, place a "c” on the first row under the DP column.
9, This process is followed for each PO that will be assessed through Placement. Thus
if 10 PO's are to be assessed, 10 data sheets will be needed to record the data for each
PO.
10. Look at the verbal cue section and mentally note it For the PO “Water Adjustment,”
the verbal cue is “Play in the water.” This verbal cue should be used whenever data
is being collected related to the PO “Water Adjustment” If the verbal cue needs to be
adjusted, a written record should be kept of the change.
11. With the student present, assess the student for Placement using the following steps;
a. Give only the verbal cue to the student.
b. If the student performs the PO at the terminal SL/DP (i.e., 2/c), mark an X in the
first (i.e., 1) Trials column.
c. If the student fails to demonstrate the PO at the appropriate SL/DP (i.e., 2/c), marie
a 0 in the first Trials column.
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d. The placement cycle is to give the verbal cue and record whether the student
performs the PO at the appropriate SL/DP (i.e., 2/c). If the student achieves the
SL/DP, an X is marked in the column that coincides to the trial and if the student
fails to perform the SL/DP, an 0 is marked in the proper column. During
Placement, DO NOT ASSIST THE CHILD IN ANY WAY.
e. During die placement phase, no positive reinforcement is given relevant to
performance as assessment is being conducted. However, it is acceptable to do so
for appropriate behaviors non-contingent to the specific motor performance (e.g.,
waiting, attending, etc.).
12. In the Correct column record the ratio of correct to attempts (i.e., 1/3). During the
placement stage, the ratio will always be based on three trials.
13. Put 0 in the Reinfracer column since reinforcement is not permitted during Placement.
14. Select a number (i.e., 32) that represents a comment firom the Reinforcement and
Comment menu (Appendix B) and record it under the Comment column.
15. Under the Dato column record the date.
16. The PO “Water Adjustment,” has been assessed for Placement. Select another PO to
be analyzed by the placement process.
An example of the data collected during the placement process is depicted in Figure 4.
As is illustrated for Placement, the student performed the first trial correctly and failed to
execute the SL/DP (i.e., 2/c) properly on the second and third trials. The Correct column
has a 1/3, which indicates that the student performed one correct trial in three tries. The
Reinforcer column has 0 as no reinforcements are to be used during the placement process.
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PUTDOSe

SL

Placement 2

DP

Trials
1 I2

3

c

X lo

0

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 Cwrect
1/3

Reinforce Comment Date
0

32

8/5

Figure 4. Example of Placement Data Process

The comment selected frcxn the Reinforcer and Comment Menu was 32. Lastly, the
date of the trials was 8/5.
Placement is to determine whether the educator should select the particular PO or
choose anothCT PO. The placement process delves into a PO to determine if the baseline
process should be implemented. Since a true level of psychomotor performance should be
derived from the student, no reinforcement is given to the student for a correct motor
response. To ensure an effective placement process, the teacher must: (1) gamer the
appropriate information from the curriculum and recwd it on die data sheer, (2) secure the
appropriate assessment materials and provide the necessary environment; (3) utilize stated
verbal cues and deliver them appropriately; (4) respond to the child’s response
appropriately; and, (5) record data in accordance with the student’s response.
BASELINE
Baseline is the portion of the assessment process which links Placement to Instruction.
Baseline continues with the PO's that were assessed during Placement The primary
purpose of Baseline is to determine the appropriate place to begin Instmction, as well as
verify the results of the placement process.
Baseline uses the reverse chaining instructional approach. Assessment for Baseline
begins where the placement process ended, which was the terminal SL/DP (i.e., 2/c). The
baseline process requires that the educator works backward to identify the SL/DP befitting
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the student’s individualized abilities. To complete the baseline process the educator
implements the following steps;
1. In the Purpose column underneath Placement, write Baseline.
2. As Baseline begins at the terminal data point, on the Baseline row in the SL column,
record the skill level (i.e., “2” for age-appropriate). On the same row but under the
DP column, log die terminal point (i.e., “c”). Remember that Baseline begins where
Placement terminated.
3. Prepare the area as the Environmental Cue specifies and layout the equipment that is
listed under the Materials.
4. The baseline cycle consists of a model/verbal phase followed by a verbal cue. Recite
the verbal cue as the behavior is modeled (i.e., “This is playing in the water”) and
then direct the student to perform the behavior (i.e., “Joe, play in the water.”).
5. If the student performs the behavior, mark an X under the 2 column. If the student
fails to execute the behavior, record a 0. Give no corrections or assistance to the
child.
6. In Baseline two trials are executed for each SL/DP; therefore. Step 4 is repeated a
second time. This time the data is recorded in the second (i.e., 2) column.
7. If the student peiforms one or zero trials incorrectly. Baseline continues for the
particular PO (i.e.. Water Adjustment) that is being assessed.
8. As the baseline process uses reverse chaining, the next assessment is done at the next
lower SL/DP (i.e., 2/b).
9. At the new SL/DP (i.e., 2/b), the baseline cycle (Steps 4 ,5 ,6 ,7 , and 8) is repeated.
Again if the student fails to execute two correct behavior responses, the new baseline
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cycle for the particular PO (i.e.. Water Adjustment) is reversed chain to the next
lower SL/DP (i.e., 2/a).
10. If the student perforais each trial correctly for the SL/DP (i.e., 2/a), Baseline is
terminated for the particular PO (i.e.. Water Adjustment) being tested.
11. Con^lete the baseline row by recording the data in the Correct column. Reinforcer
column. Comment column, and Date column. A number will be placed in die
Comment column which will be selected frcxn the Reinforcer and Comment Menu
(Appendix B).
12. After convicting Baseline on one PO, the next stage is Instruction.
The recording of the information cited above is depicted in Figure S. As is noted, the
SL/DP involved in Placement is 2/c. The SL/DP was where Baseline commenced. As the
student being tested had no correct performance at 2/c, the reverse chaining process
resulted in the new SL/DP being 2/b. On 9/7, another assessment session resulted in the
student not being able to perfcnm 2/b SL/DP correctly for both trials and the reverse
chaining continued to the 2/a SL/DP. The student on 9/8 perfcMmed the 2/a SL/DP
correctly for both of the trials. At this point the baseline process is terminated and
Instruction commences.
Purpose
Placement
Baseline
Baseline
Baseline

SL
2
2
2
2

DP
c
c
b
a

Triiils
1 2
X 0
0 0
0 X
X X

3
0

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 COTTCCt Reinforcer Comment
0
32
1/3
0/2
0
12
1/2
0
11
44
2/2
0

Figure 5. Example of Baseline Data Process Data
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Baseline is a process in which the educator pinpoints the specific skill level (SL) and
data point (DP) of the PO that the student can conq>lete after the use of noodeling and a
vo'bal cue. As with Placement, no reinforcement is given to the child for a correct motor
response. The primary role of the baseline process is the Unk between Placement and
Instruction as it identifies the SL/DP at which the instnicticHial stage wUl commence. To be
competent in the baseline process, the educator should; (1) arrange the environment as
described in the guide and furnish the necessary equipment; (2) utilize modeling and the
verbal cue to provide the student with the prerequisite information; (3) respond to the
student's poiormance by reinforcing social not motor behaviors; and (4) record baseline
data in accordance with student's response.
INSTRUCTION
The previous two stages of the Developmental Play and Sport Nonambulatory have
been executed to assess the motor skill capabilities of the student. Without assessment the
PO's for the student with moderate and severe^rofound disabilities are arbitrarily selected.
N(X only does fafiure to assess deny the student an effective adapted physical education
program, it also violates federal law and the civil rights of the handicapped child. Since
each PO is included the individualized education program (lEP) should be assessed, the
procedure inclusive in this curriculum provides the educator with a built-in assessment
specific to the PO that is being used in the instruction process.
Instruction is coupled to the assessment and is predicated upon the data collected during
Baseline. Instruction commences at the SL/DP (i.e., 2/b) juxtaposed to the SL/DP (i.e.,
2/a) at which Baseline terminated. The rationale behind beginning the instructional process
above Baseline is that the student exhibited the ability to perform the motor skill during the
baseline process. As Instruction establishes conditions that will enhance the student's
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acquisition of new psychomotcw skills, the instructional process should begin at a level
higher than what the student is able to perform. Thus, Placement and Baseline determine
the acquired abilities of the student; Instruction is to establish new learning settings that
will promote the development of motor skills.
Instruction includes the following;
1. Gonq>lete the placement and baseline processes.
2. On the data sheet, under the Purpose column, write Instruction.
3. On the Placement row, under the SL column, note either "1” or “2” determined by
whether the skill level is functional (1) or age-appropriate (2) and und^ the DP
column specify the letter that corresponds to the data point. Instruction always begins
at the SL/DP (i.e., 2/b) above the terminal SL/DP (i.e., 2/a) of Baseline.
4. Prepare the area as the environmental cue specifies and lay out the equipment that is
listed under die materials.
5. During Instruction always use the same verbal cue that was used during Placement
and Baseline.
6. The instruction cycle consists of three interdependent processes: (a) verbal cue, (b)
modeling, and (c) physical assistance.
7. The cuing for the three phases of the instruction cycle is as follows:
a. Verbal Cue: “Joe, play in the water.”
b. Modeling: “Joe, this is playing in the water.” Accompany the verbal cue with a
demonstration by the educator.
c. Physical Assist: “Joe, this is playing in the water.” Assist the student into the
pool.
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8. The following steps are followed during the instructional process:
a. If the student completes the behavior after the verbal cue, an X is recorded on the
data sheet under the first Trials column or the column that relates to the trial just
concluded.
b. If the student fails to perform the behavior, modeling is utilized. If the student
performs the behavior after the modeling, an “M” is recorded in the column which
corresponds to the trial just completed.
c. If the student still does not demonstrate the behavior in which instruction is given,
the next stage in the cycle is to assist physically the student. If physical assistance
is en^loyed, a “P” is recorded under the appropriate trial.
d. The stages cited in a, b, and c constitute cme trial. If the educator is on the first trial
in the instructional process and goes through the verbal cue, modeling, and physical
assistance, under the first column (i.e., 1) of Trials, the educator would record a
“P.”
9. The educator determines the number of trials (cycles) that the student will attempt to
perform at the particular SL/DP (i.e., 2/b). There should be a minimum of three and
a maximum of ten.
10. Instruction of the particular SL/DP (i.e., 2/b) is continued until criterion is reached.
Criterion is met when the student performs three consecutive correct behaviors after
the verbal cue is given. A good practice is to circle the three consecutive, correct
trials (i.e., X X X )
11. Reinforcement for the correct motor response is permitted during Instruction and
recorded under the Reinforcement column (i.e., 31).
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12. Complete the Correct column. Reinforcer column, Comment column, and the Date
column. The Reinforcer column and the Comment column are completed by selecting
numbers from the Reinforcer and Comment Menu (Appendix B).
13. After criterion is obtained the educator dien proceeds to the next higher SL/DP (i.e.,
2/c). Upon completion of three successful trials, as indicated by three Xs at the
terminal SL/DP (i.e., 2/c), the educator transfers the student to Post-test.
The points that have been discussed will be further illuminated by turning to a
completed Data sheet. The data sheet depicted in Figure 6 is a continuation of the one
utilized in Placement and Baseline. On 9/11, the educator did five trials for the PO (i.e..
Water Adjustment) at the 2/b SL/DP. For the first trial, the educator gave the verbal cue
and the student failed to perform the behavior. The educator went to modeling and again
the correct behavior was not performed. The educator physically assisted the student. To
indicate that physical assistance was utilized to help the student perform the motor behavior
correctly on the first instruction row under the 1 column, a “P” is recorded. The second
trial resulted in the educator going through the three phases of the instruction cycle again,
thus *‘P” was recorded under the second column. During the third trial, the student
performed the correct behaviw after modeling a “M” was recorded under Column 3. In the
fourth trial, the student correctly demonstrated the behaviorafter the verbal cue was given,
an X was recorded under Column 4. During Trial 5, the educator had to physically assist
the child and a “P” is so recorded in Column 5. The ellipse around the three Xs indicate
that criterion was met and in this example the student completed the PO by meeting criterion
on the terminal SL/DP.
Instruction provides three approaches, verbal cue, modeling, physical assist, for the
student to grasp the behavior. These three interdependent processes reinforce each other
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Punx>se
Placement
Baseline
Baseline
Baseline
Instruction
Instruction

SL
2
2
2
2
2
2

DP
c
c
b
a
b
c

Trijils
1 2
X 0
0 0
0 X
X X
p p<
p p

3
0

4

X X
M

5

6

7

>
X )

8

9

10 Correct
1/3
0/2
1/2
2/2
1/5
3/6

Reinforce
0
0
0
0
31
31

Comment
32
12
11
44
22
33

Date
8/5
9/6
9/7
9/8
9/11
9/12

Figure 6. Example of Recorded Data for Instruction
and increase the lüœlihood that the skill will be assimilated and later recalled. Furthermore,
InstructicMi is methodical and reduces the dissonance that is produced during extempora
neous teaching styles.
The instructional process used in this curriculum is non-categorical. Thus, instruction
can be implemented for various ages and handicapping conditions. The ability to deal with
diva^e problems enables the educator to instruct effectively up te five students from a
divCTse age or handicapping range. The interaction of the students provides the educator
with the opportunity to work on appropriate social behavior in the gymnasium, in addition
to actual PO's. To effectuate the instructional process, the social behavior in the adapted
physical education class must be appropriate.
The RISPE curriculum is founded upon the concept that appropriate social behavior
must be demonstrated by students prior to the session of motor learning. Thus, when a
student performs correct motor behavior, there is intrinsic reinforcement. That is, success
in a motor skill is reinforcing in itself. Therefore, the model ensures that the reinforcement
of motor learning to social reinforcement is 1:1 at all steps within the teaching model.
With the completion of the PO, the educator moves to the fourth stage of the curriculum
and that is Post-test.
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POST-TEST
The purpose of Post-test is to ensure that the student has mastered the PO before
Maintenance is implemented. Post-test replicates Placement and Baseline and does not
provide for reinforcement for the correct motor response. Furthermore, the Post-test model
utilizes cuing and excludes physical assistance and nxxleling. The Post-test stage is
predicated upon the assumption that the student has conceptualized the motor response and
will respond correctly after the verbal cue is given. The same verbal cue is used that has
been used in the Placement, Baseline, and Instruction stages.
As with Baseline, the student is given two trials to perform the motor behavior during
Post-test. If the child fails to demonstrate two correct responses, reverse chaining is
implemented (i.e., 2/c, 2/d, 2/a, 1/e, 1/d, etc.) until the student performs two correct
responses. This Construct is predicated upon the theory that the student has maintained the
ability to perform some particular SL/DP, thus the post-test process is delving into the
cognition to determine what SL/DP the student has retained. The post-test process is as
follows:
1. Post-testing continues where Instruction ended, which is at the highest SL/DP of the
PO. Post-testing is implemented after the student has met instructional criterion for
diePO.
2. Post-test is performed one week after the ccxnpletion of Instruction.
3. The student is permitted two trials during the post-testing process. Only verbal cues
are permitted. An example of the verbal cue would be, “Joe, play in the water.”
4. Continue Post-test at the same PO until the child successfully performs two
successive trials.
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5. If the student fails to perform two successive trials at the terminal SL/DP (i.e., 2/c),
begin the reverse chaining process for the SL/DP (i.e., 2/b, 2/a, 1/e, 1/d, etc.).
6. Based upon the student's accomplishments, the educamr wUl select one of two
routes. The selection will depend upon the SL/DP the student completes (i.e., X X)
Post-test. The two situations are as follows:
a. If the student completes Post-test at the terminal SL/DP (i.e., 2/c), the educator will
implement Maintenance.
b. If during the Post-test, the student ends up reverse chaining at a non terminal
SL/DP (i.e., 2/b, 2/a, 1/e, 1/d, 1/c, 1/b or 1/a), the educator returns the student to
Instruction and continues the instructional process.
7. Complete the Post-test row of the data sheet by recording the necessary data for the
Correct column. Reinforcer column. Comment column, and Date column.

Puroose

SL

DP

Trij ds
1 2

Placement

2

c

X

0

Baseline

2

c

0

Baseline

2

b

Baseline

2

Instructi<xi

3
0

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 Correct

Reinforcer Comment Date

1/3

0

32

8/5

0

0/2

0

12

9/6

0

X

1/2

0

11

9/7

a

X

X

2/2

0

44

9/8

2

b

P

1/5

31

22

9/11

Instruction

2

c

P

P .X X
P M 'x

3/6

31

33

9/12

Post-test

2

c

0

X

1/2

9/15

Post-test

2

b

X

0

1/2

9/15

Post-test

2

a

X

X

2/2

9/15

X 1
X

X

)

Figure 7. Example of Post-test Data Process that returns student to Instruction.
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In the Post-test example that is depicted in Figure 7» the student on 9/15 was post-tested
at the terminal SL/DP (i.e., 2/c) and successfully completed only one of two trials. Based
upon the post-test construct, the reverse chain process is implemented. The student
demonstrated two correct responses at the 2/a SL/DP. Thus for this example, the educator
would return to Instmction on this PO (i.e.. Demonstrate climbing skills) and begin the
instmction process at the 2/b SL/DP.
In Figure 8 a different testing result occurred. On 9/15, the student performed correctly
the two trials (i.e., X X) at the terminal SL/DP (i.e., 2/c). Therefore, no reverse chaining
was necessary. The curriculum process designates that the educator moves the student to
Maintenance.
Tri ils
Puroose

SL

DP

1

2

3

Placement

2

c

X

0

0

Baseline

2

c

0

Baseline

2

b

Baseline

2

Instruction

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 Correct

Reinforcer Comment Date

1/3

0

32

8/5

0

0/2

0

12

9/6

0

X

1/2

0

11

9/7

a

X

X

2/2

0

44

9/8

2

b

p

p ' X

1/5

31

22

9/11

Instruction

2

c

p

p

3/6

31

33

9/12

Post-test

2

c

X

X

M

X

X, )
X X,

)

2/2

9/15

Figure 8. Example of Post-test Data Process that Leads to Maintenance
M AINTENANCE
Maintenance is activated if the student completes two successful trials (i.e., X X)
during Post-test at the PC’s terminal SL/DP (i.e., 2/c), after one week has elapsed. Thus
the student must have retained the ability to perform two correct trials one week later at the
highest SL/DP for the particular motor ability begin Maintenance. In Maintenance no
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leinforcement or physical assistance is given when the student incorrectly executes the
psychomotor skills.
Maintenance testing resumes where Post-test ended which is at the terminal SL/DP
(i.e., 2/c). The differences between the two processes is that Maintenance (1) has an
assigned time interval between tests (i.e., 2 weeks - 1 month - 3 months - 6 mondts - 1
year), (2) has three trials during each session, and (3) does not involve reverse chaining to
lower SL/DP for the PO. Maintenance involves the following steps: '
1. Write Maintenance under the Purpose column.
2. Begin maintaining die PO [i.e., “Water Adjustment” at the terminal SL/DP (i.e.,
2/c)].
3. Use only the verbal cue (i.e., “Joe, play in the water.”) during Maintenance.
4. Three trials are given during each maintenance testing session.
5. Continue maintenance testing only at the terminal SL/DP (i.e., 2/c) of the PO (i.e..
Water Adjustment) at the interval periods of 2 weeks - 1 month - 3 months - 6 months
-1 year.
6. Never go below the terminal SL/DP (i.e., 2/c) duiing Maintenance.
7. Complete the Maintenance row by filling in the Trials, Correct, ReinfcMcer,
Comment, and Date columns.
If during maintenance testing, the student fails to perform three correct terminal SL/DP
(i.e., 2/c) record the trials with an X for correct and an 0 for incorrect and continue with the
maintenance schedule of 2 weeks - 1 month - 3 months - 6 months - 1 year. Once
Maintenance has commenced no reverse chaining will be implemented. If at the end of the
maintenance duration of one year, the educator believes that the child lacks sufficient
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retention of the terminal SL/DP (i.e., 2/c) then the PO should be baselined again so that the
instructional process can be re-established. After Instruction, the educator would re-initiate
Post-test to analyze whether Instruction or Maintenance should be implement.
Hgure 9 illustrates a situation in which Post-testing was successful at the terminal
SL/DP (i.e., 2/c) and the student was moved to Maintenance. The maintenance schedule of
2 weeks - 1 month - 3 months - 6 months - 1 year was followed. As is revealed on four of
the five maintenance sections, the student failed to perform three correct trials at the
terrninal SL/DP (i.e., 2/c). Yet Maintenance continued for one year irrespective of the
number of correct trials.

Pumose

SL
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Placement
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d

X

0

Baseline

2

d

0
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2
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Baseline

2

Instruction

3
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10 Correct
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1/3

0
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8/5

0

0/2

0
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9/6

0

X

1/2

0

11

9/7

b

X

X

2/2

0
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9/8

2

c
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p

X

)

1/5

31
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9/11

Instruction

2

d

p

p

M
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3/6
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Post-test

2

c

X

X

Maintenance 2

c

X

X

Maintenance 2

c

0

Maintenance 2

c

Maintenance 2
Maintenance 2

X
X

2/2

9/15

0

2/3

9/26

X

X

2/3

10/15

X

0

X

2/3

12/15

c

X

X

0

2/3

3/15

c

X

X

X

3/3

9/15

Figure 9. Example of Recorded Data for Maintenance
At the completion of the year, the educator has the options of either re initiating the
assessment of the particular PO (i.e., “Water Adjustment”) at the baseline stage, selecting
new PO's that augment the goal area at the same component level or, moving to the
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adjoining component and selecting a companion PO. The educatCMr’s decision is predicated
upon the student’s adapted physical education needs.
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE SHEET
The Performance Objective Sheet contains all the curriculum information that the
educator will need to implement each PO of the RISPE data based curriculum. Besides the
SL/DPs that have been alluded to during the discussion of the five curriculum stages.
Placement, Baseline, Instruction, Post-test, and Maintenance, the Performance Objective
Sheet contains the verbal cue, necessary materials, environmental setting, and directions.
Each of these factors contributes to a smooth transition between data points.
The verbal cue is succinctly cited and if used consistently provides the student with a
constant signal as to what motor behavior is being requested. The RISPE cue that is
specified fcff the PO is particular to it. Thus, consistency is ensured if the educator will
comply with instructional strategies. Initially, the verbal cue may appear to be inadequate,
but strict adherence to the format will promote efficiency in the acquisition of psychomotor
skills when the student recognizes the cue.
Appropriate cuing is paramount to the successful use of the RISPE curriculum. While
the cue on the Performance Objective Sheet is indicated as a verbal cue, that is merely for
convenience. The cue is not necessarily verbal, as P.L. 94-142 specifies that
communications must be of the nature that the student can receive. Thus the verbal cue
would be either a sign or a signal for a hearing-impaired student If the student is incapable
of receiving verbal cues, the educator must modify the mode from a verbal cue.
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Some of the guidelines that the educator should follow when cuing are as follows:
1. Each behavior (i.e., motor or social) is preceded by a cue which uses the student’s
first name.
2. All cues should be consistent and sensitive to the student’s receptive language.
3. All cues should be given in a firm voice and command oriented.
4. The educator should be consistent in citing the cues.
5. The educator should provide a brief time for the cue to be consequenced.
6. Cues should be given when the educator has eye contact with the student
7. Cues should be at the student’s acquisition level.
8. Cues should be specific to the task.
The environmental setting refers to the physical educaticm surroundings or facilities that
should be provided during the adapted physical education sessions for the student to
perform the SL/DP. The environmental setting was designed with minimal facilities and
space since limited room exists for adapted physical education in rural/remote schools.
Thus, the most common environs are classrooms, hallways, etc. The focus is on practical
and efficient usage of rather restrictive learning environments. Where appropriate, hazards
that may threaten the safety of the student have been indicated.
The materials that have been specified to be used during the section have been kept to a
minimum and are typically inexpensive items. Again the reasoning is that rural/remote
schools do not have the luxury to provide specialized equipment for adapted physical
educaticm. If the materials are not available, they can be easily made or improvised from
other items.
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The directions that are provided are to enhance the implementation of the RISPE data
based curriculum. They are to provide insights into the protocol that the educator will use
to implement the adapted physical education program. They are particular fw the PO and
should be read preceding the meeting with the student and followed during the session.
Once the educator becomes acquainted with the process of the PO's, there should be less
reliance upon the directions, as a similar pattern is followed for all PO's.
In summary, five processes — Placement, Baseline, Instruction, Post-test, and
Maintenance —interlock to constitute the RISPE data based teaching model. While the
educator's role is similar for each of these stages, the strategies may vary slightly. Figure
10 provides an overview of the number of trials, educatw's role, type of reinforcement,
and starting point for each of the processes. The educatcn* commences Placement at the
tenninal SL/DP and provides a cue only prior to the trial and the student has three
opptntunities to perform the motor ability. If the behavior is performed cwrectly, another
PO is selected or the same PO is selected at a higher element. If the behavior is performed
incorrectly, the educator uses the reverse chaining process to analyze what SL/DP of the
PO the child can do correctly. In Baseline, the educator uses modeling followed by cuing
to assess the student's capability to illustrate the motor behavica*. After two trials, the
educator probes backward to determine the SL/DP that the student can perform. Instruction
is the actual teaching phase of the process and the beginning point is one SL/DP above
Baseline. The educator selects the number of trials from three to ten. An instmctional
cycle of cue, model, and physical assistance is used, if needed, to aid in the learning
process of the SL/DP. The student is moved to higher SL/DP when the student has
completed three trials successfully. Instruction continues until the student accomplishes
three successful trials at terminal SL/DP.
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PROCESS
Placement

CHILD TRIALS
3

Baseline

2

Instruction

Teacher
determined
(max 10)
2
3

Post-test
Maintenance

TEACHER ROLE
• cue only

REINFORCEMENT
none

• model
none
•cue
•cue
1:1 social group
•model
• nhysical assistance
none
• cue only
none
• cue only

STARTING SL/DP
terminal (highest) for
thatPO
• terminal
• probe backward
DP above baseline
where child has 2
correct
tenninal
tam inal

Figure 10. Overview of RISPE data based process
Post-test is the first stage of analyzing whether the student retained the ability to
perform the terminal SL/DP. The student is given two trials after giving a cue only. If
performed correctly, the student is put in the maintenance process. If performed
incorrectly, reverse probing is done until the student is able to do two SLÆ3P correctly.
Thus, instruction process is re-implemented at the SL/DP above that tested correctly at the
Post-test SL/DP. Maintenance is a periodical assessment process (i.e., 2 weeks - 1 month
- 3 months - 6 months - 1 year) to detam ine if the student has retained the ability to
perform the terminal SL/DP.
The next section contains the Performance Objectives for the Secondary Element.
While the element coincides with the grades of the students in general, students who
perfixm either much above or below a particular element can be shifted to a concomitant
element. The educator after assessment wUl be cognizant of the student’s general abilities
and which element is best for the student based upon the PO being implemented.
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Developmental Play and Sport Nonambulatory

Component:

.Goal:

Secondary

Performance Objective:

Aqviatigs

Water Adjastmgnt

Skill Level: Functional ability to adiust to water
MATERIALS

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

none

swimming pool

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

VERBAL CUE

Play in the water.
a. No functional response
b. Dangles feet in water while sitting on pool deck.
c. Splashes water with hands while sitting on pool
deck
d. Sits on first step of pool
e. Splashes water with hands while sitting on first
Step
DIRECTIONS

Assist Student as needed
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide leinforcment when
required
4. Record data
1.

Skill Level: Age-appropriate ability to adiust to water
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

VERBAL CUE

a. Moves to second step of pool
b. Moves down steps until water is chest deep and
splashes
c. Moves down steps until water is shoulder deep

Play in the water.

DIRECTIONS
1. Assist student as needed
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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Developmental Play and Sport Nonambulatory

Component:

Secondary

Performance Objective:

Aquatics

Goal:
Breath Holding

Skill Level: .Functional ability to hold breath under water
MATERIALS

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

swimming pool

none
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Will not enter pool
b. Sits on first step of pool and splashes hands in
water
c. Moves down steps until water is chest deep
d. Holds breath widi head above water
e . Puts mouth in water momentarily

VERBAL CUE

Put your face in the water and hold
your breath.

DIRBCTKWS

1. Assist student as needed
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinfcMrcement when
required
4. Record data

Skill Level: Ape-appropriate ability to hold breath under water
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Puts face in water up to ears momentarily
b. Puts face in water and holds breath for 2
seconds
c. Puts face in water and holds breath for 5
seconds
d. Puts face in water and holds breath for 10
seconds

VERBAL CUE

Put your face in the water and hold
your breath.

DIRECTIONS

1. Assist student as needed
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinfcffcement when
required
4. Record data
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Developmental Play and Sport Nonambulatory

Component:

Secondary

Performance Objective:

Aquatics

.Goal:

Rhythmic Breathing

Skill Level: Functional ability to breath rhvthmicallv_
MATERIALS

swimming pool

none
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

Enters pool to first step
Enters pool up to shoulders
Holds breath with face in water
Submerges head under water

VERBAL CUE

Put your face in the water and take ten
breaths.

DIRECTIONS

1. Assist student as needed
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data

*************************************************************
SkiU Level: Age-appropriate ability to breath rbvthmicallY----------------------------------DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

VERBAL CUE

a. Bob in and out of the water rhythmically
b . Wtiih face only in water, turns head to preferred
side and takes a breath
c . With face only in water, turns head and breaths
then repeats five times
d. With face only in water, turns head and breaths
rhydimically ten times

Put your face in the water and take ten
breaths.

DIRECTIONS
1. Assist student as needed
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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Developmental Play and Sport Nonambulatory

Component:

-Sscondary

Performance Objective:

.Goal:

Aqwatics

Front Float

Skill Level: Functional ability to float on front
MATERIALS

flutter board, buoyancy belt

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

swimming pool

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

VERBAL CUE

a. Enters pool to shoulder depth wearing buoyancy Float on your belly.
belt
b. Submerges head in water with arms handing
downward
c. Submerges head in water and floats on belly
while hanging onto pool side
DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Assist student as needed
Fasten buoyancy belt to student
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data

Skill Level: A^e-appropriate ability to float on front
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

VERBAL CUE

a. With buoyancy belt on and face in the water, lies Float on your belly.
in jelly fi^ position
b. Lies on stationary flutterboard with arms
hanging down and face in water for five seconds
c. Lies on stationary flutterboard with arms
hanging down and face in water for ten seconds
d. Lies on staticmary flutterboard with arms
hanging down and face in water for ten seconds,
takes breath and repeats
DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Assist student as needed
Fasten buoyancy belt to student
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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Developmental Play and Sport Nonambulatory

Component:

-Secondary

Performance Objective:

.Goal:

Aquatics

Prone Glide

Skill Level: Functional ability to prone glide in water
ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

MATERIALS

buoyancy belt, leg floats, goggles

swimming pool

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

VERBAL CUE

a. Enters pool to shoulder depth
Use your arms to glide on your belly.
b. Submerges face in water
c. Moves arms in unison from head to sides as in
prone glide
d. With buoyancy belt on, floats in water with face
subm ergé
DIRECTIONS____________

1.
2.
3.
4.

Guide student into the wato:
Fasten buoyancy belt and goggles
Give verbal cue
Provide reinfwcement when
required
5. Record data
t**

Skill Level: Age-appropriate abilitv to prone glide in water
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. With buoyancy belt on, floats with face
Use your arms to glide on your belly.
submerged and turns in front
b. With buoyancy belt on, propells self through
water using arms pulled from head to sides, five
feet
c. With buoyancy belt on, propells self through
water using arms pulled from head to sides, five
feet, takes breath and repeats
DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Assist student as needed
Fasten buoyancy belt and goggles
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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Developmental Play and Sport Nonambulatory

Component:

Secondary

Performance Objective:

.Goal:

Aquatics

Front Crawl

Skill Level: Functional ability to perform front crawl
MATERIALS

buoyancy belt, leg floats, goggles

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

swimming pool

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Enters pool to shoulder depth
b. Submerges face in water
c. Moves arms in opposition over shoulders as in
crawl stroke while sitting on step

VERBAL CUE

Swim the crawl stroke.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Assist student as needed
Fasten buoyancy belt and goggles
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data

Skill Level: Age-approoriate ability to perform front crawl_______________________
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. With buoyancy belt on, puts face in water and
performs (me cycle of crawl stroke
b. With buoyancy belt on, performs one cycle of
crawl stroke and breaths on preferred side and
repeats
c. With buoyancy belt on, swims crawl stroke 10
metCTS breathing on preferred side
d. With buoyancy belt on, swims crawl stroke 10
meters breathing on preferred side

VERBAL CUE

Swim the crawl stroke.

DIRECnONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Assist student as needed
Fasten buoyancy belt and goggles
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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Devel<^meiital Play and Sport Nonambulatory

Component:

Secondary

Performance Objective:

.Goal:

Aquatics

Jumping iRtQ..water...

Skill Level: Functional ability to jump into the water
MATERIALS

floatation device

ENVmONMENTAL CUE

swimming pool

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

VERBAL CUE

Jump into the pool.
a. Sits on edge of pool with legs in water
b. With floatation device, scoots off pool deck into
hands of instructor
c. While wearing floatation device, pushes self off
pool deck into waist deep water
DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Guide student to starting point
Give verbal cue
Provide assistance as needed
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data

a************************************************************
Skill Level: Aee-appropriate ability to iump into water
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. While wearing floatation device, pushes self off Jump into the pool.
pool deck into chest deep water
b. While wearing floatation device, pushes self off
pool deck into water over head
c. While wearing floatation device, pushes self off
2 meter diving board into water over head
DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Guide student to starting point
Give verbal cue
Provide assistance as needed
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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D«velopmeiitel Play and Sport Naaambulatory

.Goal:

Component:
Performance Objective:

Spoil Fitness.

a series of abdominal exercises

Skill Level: Functional level of abdominal strength
ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

MATERIALS

mats, stop watch or clock

gym or open area
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Lays flat on mat
b. Aims cross chest grasping opposite shoulders
c. Attenq)ts to raise head/shoulders
d. Able to do sit-up by using hands to push with
and straight legs
e. Sits up with knees bent and returns to original
position

Do as many sit-ups as you can in 1
minute.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Place large mats on floor
Instructor holds student's ankles
Give verbal cue
Begin stop watch
Provide reinforcement when
required
6. Record data

Skill Level: Age-appropriate level of abdominal strength.
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Performs 1 bent-knee sit-up in 1 minute
Performs 5 bent-knee sit-ups in 1 minute
Performs 10 bent-knee sit-ups in 1 minute
Performs 20 bent-knee sit-ups in 1 minute
Performs 25 bent-knee sit-ups in 1 minute

Do as many sit-ups as you can in 1
minute.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Place large mat on floor
Instructor holds student's ankles
Give verbal cue
Begin stop watch
Provide reinforcement when
required
__________
6. Record data
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Developmental Play and Sport Nonambulatory

Com ponent:

Secondary

P erform ance O bjective:

.Goal:

Sport Fitness

niustrate proper stretchiny exercises for arms and shoulders

Skill Level: Functional ability to_stretch arms and shoulders prooeriv_______________
MATERIALS

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

gym or open area

charts of exercises
DATA POINTS FOR PREOSION TEACHING

a. Fails to recognize arm/shoulder
b. Swings arms back and forth
c. Positions self to do either tricep stretch or
shoulder stretch
d. Applies no force to arm in position

VERBAL CUE

Stretch your arms and shoulders.

DIRECTIONS

1. Have chart of stretches
2. Show charts or denK>nstrate in
wheelchair
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data

Skill Level: Age-ai

iate ability to stretch arms and shoulders appropriately.

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

VERBAL CUE

Stretch your arms/shoulders.
a. Does static stretch for less than 5 seconds
b. Does static stretch 10 seconds or more
c. Does series of shoulder stretches for 30 seconds
each
DIRECTIONS

1. Have chart of stretching exercises
2. Show charts or demonstrate in
wheelchair
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
____________
5. Record data
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Developm«Dtai Plaj and Sport Nonambulatory

Com ponent;

Secondary

Perform ance O bjective:

Sport Fitness

.Goal:

Illustrate proper stretching exercises for legs and back

Skill Level: Functional ability to stretch lees and backDiPDerlv----------------------ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

MATERMJLS

mats, charts of exercises

gym or open area
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PREC1SÏON TEACHING

a. Fails to recognize leg/back
b. Goes to mat and refuses to perform stretch
c. Positions self to do either hurdle streu:h,
mnner’s stretch or straight leg stretch
d. Bends ^ e e excessiyely when stretching

Stretch your legs/back.

DIRECTIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5-

Haye chart of stretches
Place mats on flow
Show charts or demonstrate
Giye ycrbal cue
Proyide reinforcement when
required
6. Record data

Skill Level: Age-aopropriate ability to stretch lees and back appropriatebL
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Does ballistic (bounce) stretch
b. Does static stretch but holds less than 5 seconds
c. Does series of exercises for 30 seconds each

Stretch your legs/back.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Haye chart of stretching exercises
Place mats on floor
Show charts or demonstrate
Giye ycrbal cue
Proyide reinforcement when
required
6. Record data_________________
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Developmental Play and Sport Nonambulatory

Component:

Goal:

Secondary.

Performance Objective:

JBsi

Sport Fitness.

calisthenics to. command

SklU Level: Functional ability to do modified jumping lacks to command
MATERIALS

charts of exercises
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

gym or Open area
VERBAL CUE

a. While sitting in chair or on mat swings arms in Do modified jumping jacks to the
uncoordinated fashion but does not go over head count.
b. Swings arms over head and claps
c. Swings arms and claps and arms come down
DIRECTIONS

1. Demonstrate modified jumping
jacks or show chart
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data

Skill Level: Aye-anoronriate ability to oerfomi modified mmping iacksio command.
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Does 1 modified jumping jack
Does 3 modified jumping jacks
Does 5 modified jwnping jacks
Does 10 modified jumping jacks
Starts and smps modified jumping jacks on
command

VERBAL CUE

Do modified jumping jacks to the
count.

DIRECTIONS
1. Demonstrate modified jumping
jacks or show chart
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
____
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Developmental Plajr and Sport Nonambulatory

Component:

Performance Objective;

Sport Fitness

Goal:

Sccondaiy-

Demonstrate upoer-arm strength

Skill Level: Functional ability to peform a series of du11-uds
ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

MATERIALS

horizontal bar or chin-up bar, mats

gym or open area; use proper spotting
technique.
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Unable to grasp bar
b. Grasps bar overhead and holds self for 5
seconds or less
c. PerfOTins straight-arm hang for 10 seconds
d. Pulls chin half way to bar
e. Pulls chin even to bar with assistance

Do as many pull-ups as you can.

DIRECTIONS

1. Place mats on flow
2. Set cross bar 2-3" above outreached hands
3. Demonstrate or show chart
4. Give verbal cue
5. Provide reinfcwccment when
required
6. Record data
S k ill

i nvni: A ge gppropriate abilitv to perform a series of pull-ups
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Does 1 pull-up with assistance
Does 1 pull-up without assistance
Does 2 pull-ups without assistance
Does 3 pull-ups without assistance
Does 5 pull-ups without assistance

Do as many pull-ups as you can.

DIRECTIONS

Place mats on floor
Demonstrate or show chart
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Developmental Play and Sport N<mambulatory

Component:

Secondary

Performance Objective:

.Goal:

Spon-Eitncss

Improve upper body strength.

Skin Level: Functional abilitv to perform weight lifting techniques
ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

MATERIALS

weight machine, free weights

gym or open area; provide proper
spotting techniques.
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

Do a set of 10 bench presses.
a. Fails to perform the bench press maneuver
b. Completes 1 bench press at 20% with assistance
c. Completes 1 bench press at 20% without
assistance
DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Use universal gym or free weights
Have charts of weight maneuvers
Begin with 20% body weight
Do sets of 10 maximum
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
7. Record data
____

Skill Level: Age>appropriate abilitv to perform weight lifting techniques
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Do a
Do a
Do a
Do a
Do a

Do a set of 10 bench presses.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Use universal gym or free weights
Have charts of weight maneuvers
Begin with 20% body weight
Do sets of 10 maximum
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
7. Record data
_______
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Developmental Piaj and Sport Nonambulatory

Component:

Sccondaix-

Performance Objective:

Sport Fitness

_Goai:

Improve cardiovascular endurance

Skill Level: Functional ahilitv to wheel 800 meters
ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

MATERIALS

stoD watch

track with 400 meters marked off
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Unable to complete one
Wheels 1 It^ in 18 minutes
Wheels 1 lap in 15 mintues
Unable to complete 2 laps
Completes 2 laps in 25 minutes

Wheel 2 times around track.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Take student to 400 meter track
Tell number of times around
Give vCTbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data

VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
cL

Wheels 2 laps in 23 minutes
Wheels 2 laps ki 20 minutes
Wheels 2 laps in 15 minutes
Wheels 2 Is^s in 10 minutes

Wheel 2 times around the track.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Take Student to 400 meter track
Tell number of times around
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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C.

S6

Sport Skills

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
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Developmental Play and Sport Nonambulatory

Component:

Sgfiondary.

Performance Objective:

Goal:

■■Spon Skills.

Identify selective sports obiects

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to identify spotts obicfitSMATCRI/ILS

various snorts obiects: bats, balls, sticks, nets, etc.

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

equipment room
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Makes no response
Randomly picks up objects
Selects appropriate item
Selects 1 of 5
Selects 3 of 5
Selects 5 of 5

Show me the
fi e.,
basketball, volleyball, net, tennis
racket, etc.).

DIRECTIONS

1. Place selected equipment <mi floor
or table
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data

Rkill I^vAl! A pe-annmnriate ahilitv to identify sports obiects
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Gathers only 1 ccMiect item
b. Gathers 2 of 3 correct items
c. Gathers all of the necessary items

VERBAL CUE

for
baseball, volleyball)

G e t w h a t w e n eed

(i.e..

DlRECmONS

1. Take student o>equipment room
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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C om ponent:

iiiiSfiCDlldflüOLi

Perform ance O bjective:

.Goal:

SpQn.SKills

nemonstrate an awareness of boundaries in team sports

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to recognize boundaries---------------------------------ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

MATERIALS

basketball

basketball court
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Points
Points
Points
Points
Points

Show me the out-of-bounds lines on a
basketball court

D K ECnO N S

1. Take Student to basketball court
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
lequbred
4. Record data
Skill Level: Age-aporopriate abilitv to recognize boundmes
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

VERBAL CUE

a. Stays within the boundaries while playing for 1
out of 5 m inute
b. Stays within the boundaries while playing for 2
out of 5 minutes
c. Stays within the boundaries while playing for 3
out of 5 minutes
d. Stays within the boundaries while playing for 5
minutes

Play basketball within the boundaries.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Point out court boundaries
Give student basketball
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data_____________
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Component:

Goal:

Secondary.

Performance Objective:

Sport Skills

Demonstrate an abilitv to wheel 100 meters

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to wheel 100 meter.
ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

MATERIALS

track or open area (measure 100
meters)

none

VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

Wheel to the finish line when I clap
a. Does not begin on hand c l^
my hands.
b. Begins wheeling cm hand clap
c. Begins wheeling and then stops within 50
meters
d. Completes 100 meters by wheeling and stopping
DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Take student to track
Point out the finish line
Take to starting line
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
6. Record data

Skill lÆVAl! Age-appropriate ability to wheel 100 meter
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Complètes 100 meters in 30 seconds
Completes 100 meters in 25 seconds
Completes 100 meters in 20 seconds
Conq>letes 100 meters in 18 seconds

Wheel to the finish line when I clap
my hands.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Take Student to track
Point out the finish line
Take to starting line
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
6. Record data
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Component:

StrCQndiSiry

.Goal:

■^ifilîCLjSÜSÜiliSL

an accurate underhand throw

Performance Objective:

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to throw underhand and hit target
ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

MA1ERIALS

balls» target on wall or stand, chart

gym with 20' from target
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Takes ball and throws other than underhand
b. Takes ball and flip it with little arm swing
c. Tates ball and swings arm but releases
at
low point
d. Takes bail and swings arm out releasing ball on
upswing but misses target

Throw the ball underhand at the
target

_______PIRECnON S____

T
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Skill Level: Age-a;

ate abilitv to throw underhand and hit target .

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Set up target and line 20* from
target
Demonstrate from wheelchair or
show chart
Give verbal cue
Hand ball to student
Provide reinforcement when
required
Record data

Hits target 1 out of 5 times
Hits target 2 out of 5 times
Hits target 3 out of 5 times
Hits target 4 out of 5 times

VERBAL CUE

Throw the ball underhand at the
target
_______ PlRECTtONS

1. Set up target and line 20’ from
target
2. Demonstrate from wheelchair or
show chart
3. Give verbal cue
4. Hand ball to student
5. Provide reinforcement when
required
6. Record data
____________
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Component:

Secondary.

Performance Objective:

.Goal:

Sport Skills

Perform a correct overhand throw

SkiU Level: Functional abilitv to throw overhand for distance
MATERIALS

balls, chart
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

gym marked off by 20’ lines
VERBAL CUE

Throw the ball overhand past the
a. Focuses eyes on target
lines.
b. Throwing arm motion includes backward
extension with hand passing above the shoulder
c. Ball is released in anticipated direction of throw
d. Throws the ball overhand 20'
DIRECTIONS

1. Set up lines on floor
2. Demonstrate from wheelchair (
show chart
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
Skill Level: Age-aopropriate abilitv to throw overhand for distance
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d-

VERBAL CUE

40’ overhand throw with age-apprc^riate pattern Throw the ball overhand past the
60’ overhand throw with age-appropriate pattern lines.
80’ overhand throw with age-appropriate pattern
100’ overhand throw with age-appropriate
pattern
DIRECTIONS

1. Set up lines on floor
2. Demonstrate firom wheelchair or
show chart
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record d ata________________
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Component:

Secondary

Performance Objective:

.Goal:

SjzflH-Skilis

Demonstrate an abilitv to catch balls with a glove

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to catch softballs
MATERIALS

12" soft balls, soft ball gloves, chart
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Focuses eyes on ball but fails to move hand
b. Traps ball with arms
c. Moves both hands toward ball but fails to catch
it
d. Catches ball with two hands
e. Catches ball with one hand and body

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

gym or open area
VERBAL CUE

Catch the ball.

DIRECTIONS

1. Glove on hand opposite throwing
hand
2. Demonstrate from wheelchair or
show chart
3. Give verbal cue
4. Throw ball underhand
5. Provide reinforcement when
required
6. Record data
Skill Level: Age-appropriate abilitv to catch softballs----------------------------------------DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Catches underhand-thrown ball at 5* with glove
Gloved catch of underhand-thrown ball at 10*
Gloved catch of underhand-thrown ball at 20*
Gloved catch of overhand-thrown ball at 20*
Gloved catch of underhand-thrown ball at 30’

VERBAL CUE

Catch the ball.

_______ DIRECTIONS____________

1. Glove on hand opposite throwing
hand
2. Demonstrate from wheelchair or
show chart
3. Give verbal cue
4. Throw ball underhand
5. Provide reinforcement when
required
6. Record data
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Component:

.Goal:

Secondary

Performance Objective:

Sport Skills

Demonstrate abiltv to move and defend a goal

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to maneuver and ston a ball
F^TERIA.LS

6* X 6’ goal area either net or taped on wall, 12”
soccer bWl. chart
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Makes no move to stop slow rolling ball
b. Moves toward ball but does not reach it
c. Moves toward baU and reaches for it but ball
bounces past hands

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

gym with goal

VERBAL CUE

Defend the goal.

DIRECTIONS

1. Set up goal and have soccer ball
2. Demonstrate fircxn wheelchair or
show chart
3. Give verbal cue
4. Kick ball toward goal
5. Provide reinforcement when
required
6. Record data
S k ill

T.evel: Affe-aooronriate abilitv to maneuver and stoo a ball
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Stops a rolling ball 1 out of 4 attempts
b. Stops a rolling ball 2 out of 4 attempts
c. Stops a rolling ball 3 out of 4 attempts

VERBAL CUE

Defend the goal.

DIRECTIONS

1. Set up goal and have soccer ball
2. Demonstrate from wheelchair or
show chart
3. Give verbal cue
4. Kick ball toward goal
5. Provide reinforcement when
required
6. Record data
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Component:

_Goal:

Secondag-

Performance Objective:

SpQg Skills

Demonstrate an abilitv to score a goal

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to score a goal
ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

MAIMUAL^

6’ X 6' goal area either net or taped on wall, 8”

gym with goal, line 20' from goal and
goalie in place
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Makes no response to ball
Picks ball up
Throws ball but goes outside of goal
Throws ball directly to goalie

Score a goal.

DIRECTIONS

1. Mark line 20' from goal and place
ball
2. Demonstrate firom wheelchair or
show chart
3. Have gW ie at goal
4. Give verbal cue
5. Provide reinforcement when
required
6. Record data
iCirill f jkvpF

A ffft-annirmriate abilitv

to score a eoal

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Throws ball past goalie 1 out of 5 times
Throws ball past goalie 2 out of 5 times
Throws ball past goalie 3 out of 5 times
Throws ball past goalie 4 out of 5 times

VERBAL CUE

Score a goal.

DIRECTIONS

1. Mark line 20' from goal and place
ball
2. Demonstrate from wheelchair or
show chart
3. Have goalie at goal
4. Give verbal cue
5. Provide reinforcement when
required
6. Record data
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Component:

Sgcondary...

Performance Objective;

_GoaI:

Sport Skills

Demonstrate dribbling skills under different conditions

SklU Level: Functional abilitv to continuously bounce a ball__________________
MATERIALS

basketball, cones, chart
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

gym or open area
VERBAL CUE

Bounce the ball.
Drops ball and doesn't catch it
Drops ball and catches it
Drops ball and slaps it with hand
Drops ball and slaps it when it comes up, 3 or 4
times
e. Drops ball and pushes it down with hands when
it bounces up

a.
b.
c.
d.

DIRECTIONS

1. Set up cones and provide
basketball
2. Demonstrate from wheelchair car
show chart
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinfcwcement when
required
5. Record data
Rldll 1 Avel; Agç-appropriate abilitv to continuously bounce a ball
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Pushes ball to the floor so it rebounds to point
approximately waist-height and repeats 2 or 3
times
b. Dribbles 4 or 5 times
c. Dribbles 6 or 7 times
d. Dribbles ball while wheeling forward
e. Dribbles ball while maneuvering around cones

VERBAL CUE

Bounce the ball to the line.

DIRECTIONS

1. Set up cones and provide
basketball
2. Demonstrate from wheelchair or
show chart
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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Component:

.Goal:

y^ftronriarv

Performance Objective:

De:

SpQiLSkills

ite an abilitv to iueele balls

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to iuggk.
MATERIALS

2 terniis balls, chart
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

gym or open area
VERBAL CUE

Juggle the ball
a. B a ll is thrown up and caught in same hand
b. BaU is thrown up and caught in same hand; done
with both hands
c. BaU is thrown with one hand and caught with
oth^hatid
d. Action is repeated firom hand to hand
DIRECTIONS
1. Provide two tennis balls
2. Demonstrate frcwn wheelchair or
show chart
3. Give verbal cue
4 . Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data

Skill 1 evel: Age-appfopriate ability to juggle
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. One baU is held in hand and other is thrown up
and caught with other hand
b. Opposite hand passes ball to other hand
c. Catches ball and throws other baU
d. Action repeated

-----------------------------------------VERBAL CUE

Juggle die balls.

DIRECTIONS
1. Provide two tennis balls
2. Demonstrate from wheelchair or
show chart
3. Give verbal cue
4 . Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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D. Rhythm and Dance

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE

PAGE #

Distinguish between different rhythm s.......................................................68
Able to change direction with m usic...........................................................69
Exhibit dancing ability with a partner........................

70

Coordinate dance movements with a partner..............

71

Exhibit basic aerobic dance skills......................................................72
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Component:

Secondary

Performance Objective:

.Goal:

Rhvthm and Dance

Distinguish between different rfavthms

SkiU Level: Functional abilitv to respond to musical Jaeats
MATERIALS

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

music with different cadences with a marching beat, room er gym
drum
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Claps altxig with slow steady beat
b. Claps along with slow steady beat for 4
measures
c. Claps along with fast steady beat
d. Claps along with fast beat for 4 measures

VERBAL CUE

Clap to the beat of the music.

DlRECnONS
1 . Provide music or drum beat
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data

« k ill I AvelT

Age-Mprooriate abilitv to resoond to different musical beats

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Claps along with beat of music as it changes
from slow to fast
b. C l^ s along with music with varying beat for 4
measures

VERBAL CUE

Clap to the beat of the music.

DIRECTIONS
1 . Provide music or drum beat
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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Component:

Performance Objective:

Rhvthm and Dance

.Goal:

Sftcnnrfarv

Able to change directions with music

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to change directions while dancing to music
MATERIALS

tape player, music with a slow 2-step beat

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

room or open area
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECBION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Wheels in pell-mell manner
Wheels forward one step and then stops
Wheels forward two steps and pauses
Wheels forward two steps, turns, and moves
forward again

Move about to the music.

DIRECTIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Start music
Demonstrate steps
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data

Skill I.ovei; Age-aopfopriate abilitv to change directions while dancing to music.
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Wheels two steps forward, two steps
backwards, and stops
b. Wheels two steps forward, two backward, then
repeats pattern in same place
c. Does forward movement and backward and
moves around room
d. Does forward, backward 2-step to musical beat

Move about to the music.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Start music
Demonstrate steps
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data_________ ___
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Component:

Performance Objective:

Rhvthm and Dance

Goal:

Secondary

■Exhibit dancing ability with a partner

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to move in various patterns with partner
MATERIALS

taoe player, music with a slow 2-step beat

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

room or open area
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Does no movements with partner
b. Does movements one direction, not with the
music
c. Does movements one directions with the music
d. Does forward 2-movements and backward 2movements, not with the music

Dance the 2-step with

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Start music
Give demonstration with partner
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data

Sirïll I ^w l! Aae.annmnriate abilitv to move in various patterns with parmer
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

£u Does 2-step (kmce to music in one place
b. Does 2-step dance to music and moves about
c. Does 2-step dance and leads/follows partner

Dance the 2-step with

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Start music
Give demonstration with partner
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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Developmental Play and Sport Nonambnlatory

Component:

Secondary

Performance Objective:

Rhythm and Dance

_Goal:

late dance movements with a group

Skill Level: Functional ahilitv to move within a group to an even beat
MATERIALS

taoe olaver, music with even beat, leader

ENVIRCXVMENTAL CUE

room or open area
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Fails tt> coordinate movement with group
Begins initial movement but fails to switch
Able to make 1 switch
Able to make 2 switches

Dance with the group.

* Movements to be selected by instructor

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Start music
Have leader demonstrate
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data

S k ill

T^vah A^e-apDioDriate ability to move within a erouo to an even beat
VERBAL CUE

DATA PCMNTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Able to coordinate movement with group for 1
minute
b. Able to coordinate movement with group for 2
minutes
c. Able to coordinate movement with group for 3
minutes
d. Able to coordinate movement with group for 4
minutes

Dance with the group.

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Start music
Have leader demonstrate
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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Component:

.Goal:

Secondary

Performance Objective:

■Rhythm and. Pancg

Exhibit basic uopcr body aerobic dance skills

Skill Level: Functional ability to exeiglse.lQ.musitL
ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

M A TE R IA LS

music with yariable speeds and rhythms, leader

gym or open area; aid leads with
simple exercises
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Exercises in place to slow music for 1 imnute or Exercise to the music.
less
.
b. Exercises in place to slow music for 2 mm.
c. Exercises in place to slow music for 3 min.
d. Exercises in place to slow music for 4 min.
* Exercise to be selected by instructor
DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Proyide music or drum beat
Demonstrate the exercise
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data

Sirill I ^vAl!

A fT ft.n tm m tiria te

ability to exercise to music
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a Adjusts exercise to changing pace and continues Exercise to the music.
for 1 minute
b. Exercises for 2 minutes at faster pace
c. Exercises for 3 minutes at faster pace
d. Exercises for 4 imnutes at faster pace

DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Provide music or drum beat
Demonstrate the exercise
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
requited
5. Record data
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E. Individual and Dual Sports
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE

PAGE #

Roll a ball and hit a target................................................................74
Denoonstrate ability to use a bowling ramp................................................. 75
Demonstrate ability to start and run a 100 meter dash......................... 76
Throw a frisbee for distance.......................................................................77
Perform a series of fwehand tennis strokes................................................78
Demonstrate a proper backhand tennis stroke..............

.79

Perform a correct golf swing.............................................................80
Demonstrate ability to shoot a bow accurately............................................81
Exhibit proper fly casting form ................................................................... 82
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Developm ental Play and S port N onam bulatory

C om ponent:

Individual and Dual Snorts

Secondary_________ Goal:

Performance Objective:

Roll a ball and hit a target

Skill Level: Functional ability to roll a ball for accuracy
ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

MATERIALS

gym or Open area

8" and 12" ball. 3 pins

VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION IfACHING

Roll the ball underhand and hit the
a. Grasps ball and drops it
pins.
b. Grasps ball and throws overhand
c. Grasps ball and rolls underhand but ball does
not reach target
d. G ra sp s ball and rolls underhand but ball misses
pins

DIRECTIONS____________

1.
2.
3.
4.

Set up pins in triangle
Provide student widi 8“ ball
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Repeat with larger ball if criteria is
met
6. Record data

ciriii I
nATA

A o f t- f ln n m n r ia te
K ca t

ability to roll a ball for accuracy

POErnsinN teaching

a. Rolls ball underhand and hits the terget at 10'
b. Age-appropriate underhand roll with ball hitting
target at 20'
. .
c. Age-appropriate underhand roll with ball hitting
target at 30'
d. Repeat with larger ball

VERBAL CUE

Roll the ball underhand and hit the
pins.

DIRECTIONS___________

1.
2.
3.
4.

Set up pins in triangle
Provide student widi 8" ball
Give verbal cue
Provide reinfOTcement when
required
5. Repeat with larger ball if criteria is
met
6. Record data________________
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Component:

Sccondao-

Performance Objective:

_GoaI:

Individual and Dual St30its

Demonstrate proper use of bowling ramp

Skill Level: Functional ability to bowl-----------------------------------ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

MATERIALS

bowling alley or gym

8 lb bowling ball, 12 pins, ramp
d a t a po in ts f o r pr e c isio n tea c h in g

a.
b.
c.
d.

VERBAL CUE

Knock the pins over widi the baU.
Grasps ball and drops it
Attempts to place ball on ramp
Positions ramp incorrectly
Places ball on ramp and positions ramp correctly
DIRECTIONS

1. Demonstrate
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record dam

C iriil 1 .«vpI?

"n AH PA

A tr e .a n n m n r ia te

D r\iM T C

abilitv t o bowl

c r m P D P rü B in N T R A rH IN O

VERBAL CUE

a. Positions ramp, places ball on ramp but does not Knock the pins over with the ball.
release
b. Positions ramp, places ball on ramp and releases
but does not hit pins
c. Positions ramp, releases ball and knocks over
pins
DIRECTIONS

1. Demonstrate
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
requirwi
4. Record dam
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Component:

Secondary

Performance Objective:

.Goal:

Individual and Dual Sports

Demonstrate ability to start and wheel a 100 meter dash

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to start and wheel a 100 meter dash______________
MATERIALS

Starting blocks, starting gun
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

u
b.
c.
d.

3

At ready signal faces finish line
At ready signal lines up at start Une
At ready signal brings hands to wheels
Stays behind starting line to ready position on
start

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

track
VERBAL CUE

Get in starting position and wheel a
100 meter dash.

DIRECTIONS

1. Set up starting blocks behind
starting line
2. Demonstrate start
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
Skill T^vek Affc-aoorooriate abilitv to start and wheel a 100 meter dash
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Begins in starting position and moves out of
lane after start
b. Begins in starting position and propels self out
and wheels 25 meters in lane
c. After good start wheels 75 meters
d. After good start wheels 100 meters

VERBAL CUE

Get in starting position and wheel a
100 meter dash.

DIRECTIONS

1. Set up starting blocks behind
starting line
2. Demonstrate start
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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Component:

Secondary

Performance Objective:

.Goal:

ladiyidual and Dual Sports

Throw a frisbee for distance

Skill Level: Functional ability to toss a frisbee
ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

MA'I'ERIALS

frisbee, cones, tape measure

gym or open area
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Hold Msbee with 4 fingers underneath and
thumb above
b. Holding frisbee parallel to the ground, bring
back to side opposite the throwing arm
c. Bring frisbee forward with a back hand motion
d. Release frisbee at full-arm extension

Throw the frisbee as far as you can.

DIRECTIONS

1. Set up frisbee toss area and
measure distances
2. Demonstrate correct frisbee toss
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinfwcement when
required
5. Record data
Skill WfV fl: A pe-aPO rO Driate ahilitv to toss a frisbee
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

VERBAL CUE

a. 10' toss toward Unewith appropriate arm pattern Throw the frisbee as far as you can.
b. 20* toss toward linewith apprtqïriate arm pattern
c. SC toss toward linewith appropriate arm pattern
DIRECTIONS

1. Set up frisbee toss area and
measure distances
2. Demonstrate correct frisbee toss
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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Component:

Secondary

Performance Objective:

.Goal:

Individtial and PwaUpons

Perfoima_series of forehand tennis strokes

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to strike a ball using a forehand
MATERIALS
tennis balls (10), racket or paddle, baU on rope
waist high

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE
gym or tennis court

VERBAL CUE
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING
Stroke the ball with the racket
a. Grasps racket handle with preferred hand as
though shaking hands
b. Uses ready position with non-preferred hand on
racket above o th ^ hand
c. Swings racket back and releases non-preferred
hand
d. Swings racket fcHward but misses ball
e. Makes contact with ball
DIRECTIONS
1. Have tennis racket and ball
suspended hrom rope
2. Demonstrate forehand in
wheelchair
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
SkiU Level: Age-appropriate abilitv to strike a ball using a forehand----------------------DATA PCMNTS F ( M PRECISION TEACl^G
a. Perform 3 correct forehand strokes with ball
contact
b. Performs 5 correct forehand strokes with ball
contact
When ball is tossed performs 1 correct stroke
V/hen ball is tossed performs 3 correct strokes
When ball is tossed performs 5 correct strokes

_______ VERBAL CUE
Stroke the ball wi& the racket.

__________ DIRECTIONS________
1. Have tennis racket and 10 balls
2. Demonstrate forehand in
wheelchair
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. If client performs 5 successful
hits, toss balls with a bounce
6. Record data_______
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Component:

Sftrrtndarv

Performance Objective:

.Goal:

WiyWwaLand Pual Sports

Demonstrate a proper backhand tennis stroke

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to do a backhand stroke.
MAITCRIALS

tennis balls, racket or paddle, ball on rope waist
high
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Grasps racket in backhand grip (-Vg turn to left
of forehand for right-hander)
b. Uses ready position with non-preferred hand
on racket
c. Swings racket to backhand position
d. Swings racket forward but misses ball
e. Performs backhand and contacts ball

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

gym or tennis court
VERBAL CUE

Stroke the ball with backhand.

DIRECTIONS

1. Have tennis racket and ball
suspended from rope
2. Demonstrate backhand in
wheelchair
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
Skill Level: Age-aporopriate abilitv to do a backhand $trokq--------------------------------DATA PCMNTS FOR PRECISION T ^ C M N G

â! Brings striking hand behind opposite shoulder
prior to striking
b. Stands sideways to the direction the ball will
travel, striking arm side is forward
c. Rotates hip and spine as arm is brought forward
d. Strikes ball and follows through
e. Smooths integration

__________ VERBAL CUE

Strike the ball backhand.

____________ DIRECTIONS_________

1. Have tennis racket, suspended
ball, 10 tennis balls
2. Demonstrate backhand in
wheelchair
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Toss balls if client completes 5
successfully
6. Record data_______________
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Component:

Sgcondary

Performance Objective:

.Goal:

Individual and Dual Sports

A correct golf swing

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to hit a golf ball
MATERIALS

golf irons, balls, tees, cones

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

Open area
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Grasps club on handle with right hand below
left hand. Right hand little finger overlaps left
index finger
b. Weight is distributed
Stands about one club-length fitxn ball
Brings club back rotating at the waist until club
head is ovor head
Brings club forward rotating waist and
transferring weight from right to left
f. Smooths integration

Hit the golf ball.

DIRECTIONS
Have 2 or 4 iron, golf balls, tees
Place tee in ground and ball on it
Demonstrate swing
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
6. Record data________________

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Skill Level: Afe-aopropriate abilitv to hit a golf ball
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Hits 5 golf balls an average of 5 yards
Hits 5 golf balls an average of 10 yards
Hits 5 golf balls an average of 20 yards
Hits 5 golf balls an average of 40 yards

Hit the golf ball.

DIRECTIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Have 2 or 4 iron, golf balls, tees
Place tee in ground and ball on it
Demonstrate swing
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
6. Record data
_____________
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Component:

Secondary

Performance Objective:

.Goal:

Individual and Dual Sports

Demonstrate abilitv to shoot a bow accurately

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to shoot an arrow at the target.
MATERIALS

bow and arrows, target (20* from shooting line)

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

gym or open area; to ensure safety,
teep aU clients away from target area
VERBAL CUE

Shoot the arrow at the target
Grasps bow in one hand and arrow in other
Fits notch of arrow in bowstring on side
Puts shaft of arrow in resting position on bow
Holds bow in one hand and grasps notch
between fingers of other hand
e. Positions bow in slightly angled vertical position

a.
b.
c.
d.

DIRECTIONS

1. Set up target and have bow and
arrows
2. Demonstrate proper techniqœ
3. Give verbal cue
4. Proyide reinfcxcement when
required
5. Record data
CirSlI r.Pv«i; Age-annronriate abilitv to shoot an arrow at the tarcet __
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

VERBAL CUE

a. With arm holding bow extended, draws string to Shoot the arrow at the target
chin and holds
b. Releases arrow by moving fingers
c. Hits target 1 out o f 10 atteinpts
d. Hits target 4 out of 10 attempts
e. Hits target 7 out of 10 attempts
DIRECTIONS

1. Set up target and have bow and
arrows
2. Demonstrate proper technique
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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Component:

_Goal:

SgcondaiY-

Performance Objective:

IndiYiduai and Dual S eals.

Exhibit proper flv casting form

Skill Level: Functional ability to flv cast
[

MATERIALS

1fly rod & reel. 2’ ring, fly with hook cut off
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

open space

1
VERBAL CUE

Cast a fly into the ring.
a. Holds fly rod in one hand
b. Opposite hand holds loose line
c. Rod is held upright and swing back and forth in
small arc
d. Strips line with hand holding line as fly rod arcs
backward
DIRECTIONS

1. Set up ring and measure off 10 '
and 20’ distances
2. Demonstrate fly cast form
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
Skill Level: Age-aopropriate abilitv tQ.fl:«-CasL
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
<i
e.

Repeats swing and strips out 10’ of Une
Repeats swing and strips out 15’ of line
Repeats swing and strips out 20' of line
Lands fly within ring 10' away
Lands fly within ring 20’ away

I

VERBAL CUE

Cast a fly into the ring.

DIRECTIONS

1. Set up ring and measure off 10 '
and 20’ distances
2- Demonstrate fly cast form
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
requiiW
5. Record data
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F. Team Sports
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
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Component:

SAcmndarv

Performance Objective:

.Goal:

Team Sports

Perfpnn.aiw,o-handcd basketball pass

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to perform a two-handed pass
MATERIALS

basketball, pennies of same color

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

gym with basketball court
VERBAL CUE

l> A f A POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Grasps ball with both hands, one on either side
b. Brings ball to chest
c. Thrusts ball forward with equal extension of
both arms
d. Releases ball as arms reach full extension

Pass the ball using a two-handed pass
to
.

DIRBCnONS

1. Demonstrate proper form from
wheelchair
2. Place same color penny on person
to receive pass
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
___________
Skill Level: Aye-aooropriate abilitv to perform a two-handed
D A TA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING.

a.
b.
c.
d.

VERBAL CUE

Pass the ball using a 2-handed pass to
Throws 1 ball from 6' that is able to be caught
Throws 3 balls from 6' that arc able to be caught
Throws 1 ball from 12' that is able to be caught
Throws 3 balls from 12’ that arc able to be
caught
DIRECTIONS

1. Demonstrate proper fOTm from
wheelchair
2. Place same color penny on person
to receive pass
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data_________________
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Component:

Secondary

Performance Objective:

jGoat:

Team. Sports

Demonstrate a proper two-handed bounce pass

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to throw a two-handed bounce pass
MATERIALS
basketballs, pennies of same color
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACMNG

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE
gym with basketball court
VERBAL CUE

a. Grasps ball with both hands, one on either side, Pass the ball to ____ .with a 2handed bounce pass.
thumbs to the rear
b. Brings ball into chest
d. Releases ball at full extensitxi of arms
c. Thrusts ball at a downward 45’ angle, hitting
floor 1 /2 distance to target
______DIRBCTIONS ________
e. Ball rises waist-height at appropriate distance
T Demonstrate 2 handed bounce
pass from wheelchair
2. Place same color penny on person
receiving pass
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
Skill Level: A^e-aporopriate abilitv to throw two-handed bonnce pass.
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING
a.
b.
c.
d.

VERBAL CUE

Pass the ball to
with a 2Throws 1 ball from 6* that is able to be caught
Throws 3 balls fiom 6* that are able to be caught handed bounce pass.
Throws 1 ball from 12* that is able to be caught
Throws 3 balls from 12’ that are able to be
caught
DIRECTIONS
1. Demonstrate 2-handed bounce
pass from wheelchair
2- Place same color penny on person
receiving pass
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
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Component:

Goal:

Sccondflry

Performance Objective:

Ta

Team Sports

a successful one-handed basketball shot

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to shoot a basketball
MATERIALS
basketball and basketball hoop

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE
gym with basketball court
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Grasps ball with both h an ^
Places preferred hand behind ball
Brings ball to chin line
Releases non-preferred hand and pushes ball
upward with Referred hand

Shoot the ball at the basket.

DIRECTIONS

1. Demonstrate conect one-hand
shot from a wheelchair
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
fiirîii I

Acre-anprapriate ability to shoot a basketball

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Hits backboard or hoop from 10’
Makes 1 out of 5 from 10’
Makes 2 out of 5 from 10’
Makes 3 out of 5 from 10’

VERBAL CUE

Shoot a basket.

DIRECTIONS

1. Demonstrate correct one-hand
shot from a wheelchair
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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Secondary

C om ponent:

P erform ance O bjective:

_Goal:

Team Sports

Demonstrate abilitv to dribble bail with preferred hand

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to dribble the ball----------------------------------------MATERIALS

basketballs and cones
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Takes ball with both luuids
b. Moves preferred hand to top of ball
c. Pushes down with preferred hand to start ball
falling
d. Ball bounces at waist; meets ball with cupped
hand
e. Moves hand up with ball and pushes the ball
down

ENVIRONMBNTAL CUE

gym with basketball court
VERBAL CUE

Dribble the ball through the cones.

DIRECTIONS

1. Set up cones and starting line 10'
from cones
2. DenKxistrate dribble in wheelchair
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
Skill Level: Aye-at>propriate abilitv to dribble the
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Dribbles ball under control for 5 bounces
Dribbles ball under control for 10 bounces
Dribbles baH under control while moving
Dribbles ball under control through the cones

VERBAL CUE

Dribble the ball through the cones.

DIRECTIONS
1. Set up cones and starting line 10’
from cones
2. Demonstrate dribble in wheelchair
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data_________________
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Component:

Secondary

Performance Objective:

Dei

.Goal:

Team Sports

its a coiTgct underhand sgrvc fQr...ac£uracy..

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to do an underhand serve
MATERIALS

5 vollevballs and net

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

gym with volleyball court
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Holds ball waist-high approximately 1' in front
of the striking side of the body
b. Swings preferred hand backwards
c. Swings forward and contacts ball
d. Hits ball but does not clear net

Serve the ball underhand into the
court.

DIRECTIONS

1. Demonstrate volleyball serve
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data

Sirill T.0 VPlï Age-appropriate abilitv to do an underhand serve
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
d.

Serves 1 out of 5 balls into court area
Serves 2 out of 5 good serves
Serves 3 out of 5 good serves
Serves 4 out of 5 good serves

VERBAL CUE

Serve the ball and hit the small circle.

DIRECTIONS

1. Demonstrate volleyball serve
2. Give verbal cue
3. Provide reinforcement when
required
4. Record data
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Component:

Secondary

Performance Objective:

Goal:

Tgam Spans

Demonstrate a ptooer overhand hit

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to do an overhand strike for accuracy
MATERIALS

5 vollevballs and net
D A T A POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Holds ball in one hand in front of body above
head
b. Opposite aim in overhand moticm is brought
behind shoulder
c. Moves striking arm forward with the elbow
leading the fîst as the hand passes above the
shoulder
d. Contacts ball with closed hand but fails u> clear
net

ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

gym with volleyball court
VERBAL CUE

Strike the ball overhand so it will hit
in the other court

DlRECnONS

1. Set up net
2. Stand 10' from net and
demonstrate
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data
SklU Level: Aye-aptjronriate ability to do an overhand strike for accuracvL
DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Contacts ball and it travels over net and lands in
court
b. Hits 2 out of 5 balls over net into court
c. Hifâ 3 out of 5 balls over net into court
d. Fhts 4 out of 5 balls over net into court

VERBAL CUE

Strike the ball overhand so it will hit
in other court

_______ DIRECTIONS_______
1. Set Up net

2. Stand 10’ from net and
demonstrate
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data_______ ______
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Secondaiv

Component:

Performance Objective:

Goal:

TcamSpOfts-

a vollevball buttm shot

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to hit vollevball bump
ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

MA’IERIALS

5 vollevballs and net

gym with volleyball court
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Cups one hand into the othmr hand
b. Turns hands toward each other
c. Straightens elbows and holds arms close
together
(L Contacts ball in forearm region
e. Ball flies out of control

Hit a bump shot over the n et

DIRECTIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Set up volleyball net
Toss ball and demonstrate bump
Give verW cue
Provide rcinfcwcement when
required
5. Record data
__________

Skill Level: Aye-aonropHate abilitv to hit vollevball bunm.
VERBAL CUE

n A T A POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a.
b.
c.
.

Hit a bump shot over the net
Performs a good bump into the odier court
Performs 2 out of 5 good bumps into other court
Performs 3 out of 5 good bumps into other court
Performs 4 out of 5 good bumps into other court
DIRECTIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Set up volleyball net
Demonstrate a proper bump
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data_____________
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C om ponent:

Sftcnnrtarv_________ .Goal:

AMfctQMt a hockey ballaiili,,accvgacY.

Performance Objective:

Skill Level: Functional abilitv to strike a ball on the floor
ENVIRONMENTAL CUE

MATERIALS

floor hockey sticks, tennis balls, and goal

gym or Open area
VERBAL CUE

DATA POINTS FOR PRECISION TEACHING

a. Holds hockey stick with both hands; dominant
hand below non-dominant hand, head of stick
on floor, body perpendicular to stick
b. Places face of stick directly behind ball
c. Performs backswing with stick raised to 45*
with aims straight
d. Swings through and strikes ball in intended
direction

Strike the ball into the goal.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Skill Level: Aee-ai

iate ability to strike a ball on the floor

DATA POINTS FOR PRECBION TEACHING

a.

b.
c..
dL

______DIRECTIONS______
Set Up goal
Demonstrate shot
Give verbal cue
Provide reinforcement when
required
Record data
___

Strikes sq;>propriately placing ball in goal 5'
away
Strikes appropriately placing ball in
it goal 10'
away
Strikes appropriately placing ball in
ii goal 15'
away
S trike s^pfHopriately placing ball in goal 20
away

VERBAL CUE

Strike the ball into the goal

____________ DIRECTIONS_______
1. Set Up goal

2. Demonstrate shot
3. Give verbal cue
4. Provide reinforcement when
required
5. Record data_____________
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Appendix A:
Data Based Data Sheet

Purpose

SL

DP

1

2

3

4

Tri als
5 6

7

8

9

10 Correct

teinfbrcer Comment Date
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Appendix B:
COMMENT AND REINFORCEM ENT MENU
R E IN FO R C E M E N T MENU
CODE #
10

REINFORCEMENT

COM M ENT MENU
CODE #

V erbal R einforcem ent
general attention (not praise)
non-specific praise ^ood!)
task-specific praise
other (list)

10

11
12
13
14

P hysical R ein fo rcem ent
"pat on back"
gestural contact (e g., handshake)
hug
teacher proximiQr
other (list)

20

21
22
23
24
25

Social R ein fo rcem ent
gestural (nod. smile, clap)
solicitation of tqpproval
positive attention
other (list)

30

31
32
33
34

20

30

40
41
42
43
44

50
51
52
53
54
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

A ctivity R ein fo rcem en t B ehavior 40
41
free time
42
structure play with others
43
student sdection o f activity
44
other (list)
45
46
47
48
P ro d u c t R einforcem ent
token (sticker, chip, star)
equipment (ballooôi. ball, toy)
etUbte (foocQ
other (list)
P u n is h m e n t
corrective behavior instruction
response cost (loss of privilege)
phyâcal punishment
verbal punishment
time out
physical restraint
other (list)

BEHAVIOR CATEGORY/ITEM
Socially R esistan t
off task
non-compliant (refusals)
environmental distraction
self-indulgent (cry. pout, tantrum)
resistant to instruction
ritualistic behavior
impulsive behavior
other (list)
Physically R esistan t
aggressive (hits, bites, kicks)
verbally abusive (swearing, name calling)
destructive to objects/materials
leaves area by walking/running away
self-stimulating (rocking, flapping)
self-abusive (head banging, eye gouging)
other (list)
C ooperative In te ractio n
assists teacher
attends to task
obedient to teacher
zq^wqpriate peer relations
adjusts to teaching environment
willing to share
acceptance of teacher's rules
other (list)
H ighly P a rticip ativ e
high on-task behavior (85%+)
engages in dialogue
multiple appropriate behaviors
independent initiation of activity
accepts, uses ideas of teacher
ad£q)ts to new situations
socially independent
other (list)
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